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Abstract 
This is a qualitative exploratory study that examines the representation of the Muslim 
Brotherhood (MB) in contemporary Egyptian newspapers. It aims to reveal the linguistic features 
that contribute to the construction of a positive or negative image of the MB in the data. 
The study uses the Discourse Historical Approach (DHA) in analyzing its data. This 
approach mainly looks at representation strategies, in particular, nomination, predication and 
argumentation strategies, which are primarily manifested through lexical choices. 
The data for the study consist of 18 articles from two Egyptian newspapers, Al-
Hurryyawa Al-Adala ‗Freedom and Justice‘ and Al-Wattan ‗The Homeland‘. The former is the 
official newspaper of Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala party, the political arm of the MB. The latter is an 
independent newspaper that is generally known to take an opposing stand towards the MB.  
With respect to the main nomination strategies, the analysis shows that in the data from 
Al-Wattan newspaper, members of the MB have been very frequently referred to by words and 
phrases that carry explicit or implicit negative evaluations, e.g. by referring to their complete 
obedience to MB leadership, MB secrecy, and accusations of violence and backwardness. 
On the other hand, Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala newspaper refers to MB using words and 
phrases that very frequently carry explicit or implicit positive evaluations, e.g. by describing 
them as the legitimate ruling power and as a group that is deeply rooted in the Egyptian society.  
Regarding the predication strategies, some of the most salient qualities attributed to the 
MB in Al-Wattan newspaper are failure and incapability, being a threat to Egypt, secrecy, and 
backwardness.In Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala, a number of predications that carry positive 
evaluations have been used to describe the MB, e.g. piety, success, having a glorious past and 
being loved by the people. 
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Finally, as for the argumentation strategies, in Al-Wattan, a number of claimsare made 
against the MB, e.g.responsibility for polarization,using religion, ikhwanizing the state and 
privatizing the revolution for the interest of the group.Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala, on the other 
hand, used some counter arguments based on a set of topoi and fallacies, e.g. by claiming that 
there is a conspiracy against the MB and by blaming Mubarak‘s regime and the opposition for 
the MB economic failure and political mistakes.  
By selecting these strategies, among other ones, both newspapers focus on arguments that 
best serve their purposes. For example, by referring to MB violence, Al-Wattan attempts to 
revive what people remember of the past of the MB and some other Islamic groups, hence 
portraying an image that scares people off the MB. Also, highlighting the failure of president 
Mursiand the MB government to meet people‘s essential daily needs is a claimthat targets the 
majority of Egyptians, educated and none educated, since all Egyptians are affected by this 
failure. 
On the other hand, Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala combined topoi of conspiracy and being 
under attack from the media as a scapegoat strategy to blame the mistakes of the government on 
a second party. This is also used as an answer to the claim of failure. If the country is destroyed 
and corruption is everywhere then it is not the responsibility of the MB government, rather it is 
the responsibility of the old regime and the opposition. Such scapegoat strategies are applied 
throughout the data and illustrate a typical pattern of argumentation. 
The findings of this study could be used to help advanced Arabic language students be 
discerning readers and could provide a model for teaching that focuses on critical reading of 
media texts. 
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I.Introduction 
Rationale of the Study and Statement of the Problem 
This study examines the representation of the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) in 
Contemporary Egyptian newspapers. The study aims at revealing linguistic features that 
contribute to the construction of a positive or negative image of the MB in Egyptian press. The 
study will further discuss the implications of its findings for Teaching Arabic as a Foreign 
Language (TAFL). 
Discourses are so influential, they can help to produce and reproduce unequal power 
relations between different ethnicities, social classes, genders, age, and professional (or political) 
groups (Baxter, 2010, p. 128).Examination of the language used in Egyptian newspapers would 
uncover features of the discourse that frames public opinion about this group. 
The strategies used in constructing the image of the MB are likely generic and not text 
specific. Therefore, it is expected that identifying these strategies can help critically readsimilar 
texts and understand the communicative purposes texts convey.  
Information about these strategies should be at the hands of Arabic teachers and Arabic 
material developers aiming at providing students (especially advanced students and Arabic 
Media students) with tools of analyzing texts critically and understanding more than the surface 
meaning. 
In media texts language power manifests itself clearly. Whether it is spoken or printed, 
―the mass media have been found to be a good site for ideology and a very powerful tool for its 
dissemination through discourse (Billig, 1995; Bishop and Jaworski, 2003; Chouliaraki, 1999; 
Madianou, 2005).   
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Talking about media, one should bear in mind that language doesnot only mean linguistic 
items. Graphics, fonts and colors can also be used to communicate certain message(s). A clear 
example would be the latest scandal of Al-Ahram, Egypt‘s official newspaper using Photoshop 
to show the toppled president Mubarak leading the US President, Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu, Palestinian leader Mahmud Abbas and King Abdullah II of Jordan down 
the red carpet at the White House, while in the original photo Mubarak was lagging behind the 
other leaders.This was immediately interpreted by some as ―Fake Photo Makes Egypt Leader Of 
The Pack‖ and that shows that the intended message of the fake photo was communicated. When 
examining written texts, such features cannot be ignored just in the same way, pitch, tempo, 
intonation and other prosodic features cannot be ignored when examining spoken discourse. For 
this study, however, and because of time limits, the focus will be only on the 
linguisticfeatures,analyzing textual representation of the group using the Discourse Historical 
Approach (DHA). 
The DHA looks at representation strategies by looking mainly at nomination, predication 
and argumentation strategies which are primarily manifested through lexical choices. 
It is worth mentioning that language has an array of lexical items at the disposal of its users to 
pick and choose from. The choice of one lexical item over another in referring to a certain 
phenomenon or a group of people reflects the stance of the user(s) toward this phenomenon or 
group of people. It is that choice that reflects how the users perceive the phenomenon or group 
they are referring to. The choice of certain lexis and their reoccurrence in referring to a group or 
an entity establish an image (positive or negative) that over time becomes an inseparable part of 
their identity in peoples‘ mind. 
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Van Dijk (1995) highlights the fact that lexical choices (or lexicalization in his terms) are not 
only evaluative judgments, but also reflect the ideological stance of the user, or the group that 
she or he represents. This might be done explicitly or implicitly by what is called ―tokens‖. 
Tokens can be lexical items - words or phrases - that on the surface seem to have a rather neutral 
or positive meaning but can in contextcommunicate negative value judgments and specific 
ideological stances.Meanings of such words are only perceived through looking at the context in 
which they occur and by referring them to the social and cultural norms agreed upon among 
language users. Lexical choices then can reflect users‘ ideological stances and the meanings 
hidden between the lines. 
This study makes use of DHA in analyzing the representation of the MB in two sets of 
newspaper articles selected from two Egyptian newspapers, one of which supports the MB, i.e. 
Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala ―Freedom and Justice‘ and the other that opposes them i.e. Al-Wattan 
‗The Homeland‘. 
Research questions 
1. How are persons, objects, phenomena/events, processes and actions related to the MB named 
and referred to linguistically in the two newspapers selected? 
2. What characteristics, qualities and features are attributed to social actors, objects, 
phenomena/events and processes related to the MB? 
3. What claims are employed (explicit or implicit) in the two newspapers? And how do these 
claims contribute to the construction of a positive/negative image of the MB? 
Through answering the three questions above, the study identifies how the two 
newspapers under consideration differ in their representation of the MB and how this reflects 
their different ideological background and political standpoints. 
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Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 
CDA is one of the discourse analysis various approaches. It aims at exploring the 
connections between the use of language and the social and political contexts in which it is used. 
It explores issues such as gender, ethnicity, cultural difference, ideology and identity and how 
these are both constructed and reflected in texts. 
CDA may include, as Paltridge (2008) explains, a detailed textual analysis and move 
from there to an explanation and interpretation of this analysis. This may, Paltridge adds, include 
tracing underlying ideologies from the linguistic features of a text,unpacking particular biases 
and ideological presuppositions underlying the text,and relating the text to other texts and to 
people‘s experiences and beliefsPaltridge(2008:179). 
CDA attempts to pin both explicit and implicit forms of ideologies underlying any text 
and alerts the reader to them.CDA can be seen as composed of three stages: 
Stage 1: description: provide detailed linguistic analysis 
Stage2: interpretation: link the findings to social context 
Stage3: explanation: link both linguistic and the social to the cultural level 
The significance of using CDA as an approach sets in its concern with what and how 
language communicates when it is used purposefully in particular instances and contexts and 
how the phenomena we findin ‗real language‘ can be explained with reference to the 
communicative purpose of the text or the interaction.CDA looks at ‗language in use‘, i.e. 
language used to do something and mean something, language produced and interpreted in a real 
world context. 
The next chapter reviews a number of studies on representations of self and other using 
DHA and other CDA frameworks.The data selection procedures of the study as well as the 
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model used in the analysis arediscussedin chapter three.  Chapter four presents the results of the 
data analysis and discusses them. Finally Chapter five concludes by discussing some pedagogical 
implications of the study, its limitations and delimitations as well as some ideas for further 
research. 
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III. Review of Literature 
CDA and Media Discourse 
CDA aims to show how ―linguistic-discursive practices‖ are linked to the ―socio-political 
structures of power and domination‖ (Kress, 1990: 85) by emphasizing ―the role of discourse in 
the (re)production and challenge of dominance‖ (Van Dijk, 1993: 249). CDA attempts mainly to 
uncover the socio-political inequalities, whether based on political, economic, cultural, religious, 
or gendered grounds that exist in a certain society. According to Fairclough (1995a: 132), CDA 
is the study of 
often opaque relationships of causality and determination between (a) discursive practices, 
events and texts, and (b) wider social and cultural structures, relations and processes; to 
investigate how such practices, events and texts arise out of and are ideologically shaped by 
relations of power and struggles over power; and to explore how the opacity of these 
relationships between discourse and society is itself a factor securing power and hegemony.  
 
Media is one of the areas (genres) where language power manifests itself. In the modern 
world, media, spoken and printed, has become the primary focus of attention as it has superseded 
other institutions in the cultural production of knowledge. Bell and Garrett (1998) give the 
following as good reasons to stimulate interest in studying and analyzing media discourse: first, 
media discourse is ready and accessible data that provides rich sources for research, studying and 
teaching. Second, media discourse not only represents speech communities‘ use of attitudes 
towards language but also influences them. Third, the formation and expression of culture, 
politics, ideological beliefs and social life are not only reflected in the media but are also 
influenced and created by it. Fourth, because of what it represents, media discourse can reveal a 
great deal about social meaning and stereotypes embedded in and produced and reproduced 
throughout discourse and communication. 
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In examining media discourse from a CDA perspective, there is no one single approach 
rather a host of diverse approaches, all under the CDA umbrella. Since its beginnings, some 
CDA practitioners have used systemic-functional linguistics as a framework of analysis. 
However, categories and concepts have also been borrowed from other disciplines, such as 
discourse analysis, text linguistics, stylistics, social semiotics, social cognition, rhetoric, social 
psychology and conversation analysis. Though some practitioners of CDA welcome the diversity 
of methodology (Chouliaraki&Fairclough, 1999:17); others strive for a systematic and focused 
framework based, for instance, on concepts of genre and field and on the socio-semantic 
representation of social actors (van Leeuwen, 1995). 
Weiss and Wodak (2003:7) support what is sometimes called an ‗eclectic approach‘as 
they believe that it is useful to think of CDA as ―a theoretical synthesis of conceptual tools.‖ 
They argue that a plurality of theory and method should not be considered unsystematic, 
suggesting instead that it can be understood as a specific strength of CDA that provides 
opportunities for ―innovative and productive theory formation.‖ 
One can define three main approaches working within CDA: the historical-discoursal of 
Wodak, the social-discoursal of Norman Fairclough, and the cognitive-discoursal ofVan 
Dijk.Wodak‘s approach to CDA is very relevant to the present study in that it emphasizes not 
only the contextualized nature of discourse within its present state of occurrence, but also 
explains the development of this discourse through a historical continuum. Her focus has 
centered on issues of anti-Semitism and has been adapted in different studies about self and other 
representations.According to Wodak (1996), it is not viable to decipher the discursive strategies 
adopted in any discourse without understanding the historical/social background against which 
they were created. 
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In studying media discourse, especially Arabic media discourse, DHA is a good tool in 
that it  
exposes the implicit meaning in news discourse, making the implicit explicit by consideration 
of the relevant historical and socio-political environment in which the news story dialog takes 
place. Such considerations guide and illuminate further analytic processing, whether 
linguistics-based as in the analysis of semantic macrostructures or ideological-based as in the 
Ideological Square methodology (Al-Ali, 307). 
 
The following review of literature reflects variation in the use of CDA different 
approaches to show how language is employed in the media to represent social events, groups of 
people,ideas, etc. and, simultaneously, how it constructs other social practices; and encodes 
ideologies. The significance of such studies is that they promote awareness of how newspapers‘ 
language can be manipulated and how readers can critically read between the lines in newspaper 
articles. 
The seven works reviewed below look at different aspects of how media texts construct 
the image of a group of people, a social movement or an event, using different CDA models, 
including the DHA.Four among these seven works focus on the representation of groups of 
people, namely Fernandez and Lirola (2012), Pasha (2011), Debbagh(2012), KhosraviNik, 
Krzyz˙anowski, and Wodak (2012).  
A main concern for Fernandez and Lirola is the use of euphemistic lexical references in 
representing immigrants in Spanish press in multimodal texts. As for Pasha, the main interest is 
the representation of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egyptian newspapers. Debbaghexamines how 
women are represented in Moroccan broadcast news, analyzing both the macrostructure and 
microstructures of the texts in his corpus. Finally, KhosraviNik, Krzyz˙anowski, and Wodak 
study how refugees, asylum seekers and immigrants (RASIM) are represented during two major 
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events: the Balkan conflict in 1999 and the British general election in 2005 as reflected in British 
newspapers. 
The other three studies concentrate on the representation of ideas and events not people. 
First, Al-Ali (2011) studies the representation of the execution of Saddam Hussienusing the 
DHA to show the Arabic and Western different depictions of the event. Second, Jaworska (2009) 
conducts an analysis of the media representation of feminism in British and German press, 
employing corpus linguistic methods and concentrating on the collocational profiles of the terms 
feminism and Feminismus in the data. Finally, Fang (2001) examines how two ideologically 
opposed Chinese newspapers differ in reporting the same events, focusing on the role of lexical 
choices and syntactic structure, e.g. how agents are downplayed or highlighted. 
Using CDA and Visual Grammar as theoretical paradigms,Fernandez and Lirola (2012) 
study how images and euphemistic lexical references are employed to constructa 
positive/negative representation of immigrants in Spanish press. For this purpose, they examine a 
sample of eight multimodal texts from newspapers in Alicante, a province with a very high 
percentage of immigrants in Spain. The study focuses on the representation of immigrants in the 
headlines, subheadings, and captions of the pieces of news that constitute the corpus.  
Their work shows that immigrants tend to be represented in three main ways in the 
multimodal texts analyzed: first, they are portrayed as a threat and a burden on society because 
they invade the Spanish citizens‘ territory, increase unemployment rates among Spanish citizens 
and reduce economic growth, among other ―evils‖. In this case, readers are compelled to reject 
them; second, they are represented as poor people living in a dramatic situation, in which case 
the reader shows compassion towards them; and third, though to a lesser extent, they are 
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considered as workers who aim at earning their living and integrating into Spanish society. These 
ways of representation are transmitted through lexical and visual elements. 
With regard to the role of lexical elements in particular, Fernandez and Lirola point out 
that as far as positive representations are concerned, there are some lexical elements that tend to 
benefit the image of immigrants. For instance, in some texts, the immigrants are represented as 
workers and, therefore, as active and productive citizens. The vocabulary found in these texts 
tends to reinforce this positive treatment on the part of the journalist. The illegal status of 
immigrants is disguised under the euphemistic labels extranjeros ‗foreign‘ and personas ‗people‘ 
and the fact that they are workers is stressed through the lexical labels trabajadoresextranjeros 
‗foreign workers‘ and pescadores ‗fishermen‘. In the language of the captions, the idea of 
immigrants as workers is especially emphasized: immigrants are indeed referred to as 
trabajadores ‗workers‘, pescadores fishermen‘, trabajadoresinmigrantes ‗immigrant workers‘ 
and trabajadoresextranjeros ‗foreign workers‘. 
As for the negative representation, some lexical elements transmit a negative image of 
immigrants and contribute, therefore, to their social exclusion. For instance, whenever 
immigrants are represented as sick and in need of medical care, they are shown as weak and 
dependent on others; in such cases, the feeling of compassion the reader may experience simply 
confirms the gulf between the immigrant and the Spanish citizen, and ultimately justifies the 
passivity of the latter concerning the delicate issue of immigration. Indeed, evidence from the 
corpus suggests that a considerable number of lexical elements portray immigrants as individuals 
who do not match up to the standards of the host society, for some reason or another.  
The analyst found out that euphemistic references to immigrants in the data do not 
necessarily transmit a positive image of immigrants. Euphemistic labels are sometimes examples 
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of politically correct (PC) language and are merely instruments at the journalists‘ disposal to hide 
the true intention behind the words: to transmit the idea that immigrants are in part responsible 
for unemployment in Spain and constitute a potential threat to social order as well as a burden on 
the economy of the country.  
The authors point out that despite the non-positive representation of immigration in most 
of the texts analyzed, the portrayal of immigrants in the Spanish press is gradually improving. 
Earlier studies demonstrated that journalists in 2005 used to resort to pejorative terms like 
ilegales‗illegal immigrants‘ to refer to those immigrants lacking documents. Besides, this study 
demonstrates that the number of news items that offer a positive view of immigrants is not as 
low as it has traditionally been. 
Looking at the discursive strategies used in a state-owned newspaper, Pasha (2011) 
attempts to examine the representation of the Muslim brotherhood in the Egyptian newspaper Al-
Ahram. This study uses CDA to examine how the groupis socially, discursively and 
linguistically represented. He makes use of Van Dijk‘s concept of ideological square, where the 
us/them dichotomy underlies the representation of people in a given ideology. 
The corpus of this study is collected from front-page news reports published in al-Ahram 
during the years 2000 and 2005 when two significant parliamentary elections took place in which 
the MB performance outshone that of other political parties and the group appeared as a potential 
threat to the continuation of the National Democratic Party (NDP) in power.  
The analysis leads to the conclusion that the Egyptian regime at that time practiced a 
constant and systematic strategy of exclusionary nature towards the MB. This exclusion was 
implemented through the use of sheer power (detention, prison, and military tribunals) and 
through soft power (media negative representation) as well. The texts presented the MB as the 
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―devil‘s advocate‖ that wants to take over power from the NDP, and as the people‘s nightmare 
causing and spilling over into violence, insecurity, bullying and treachery. Analysis of lexical 
choices has revealed that the negative image of the MB is actively at work on the lexical level. 
Pashathen takes the analysis results as a point of departure and compares them to other 
texts to see whether that gives a similar or different result. In so doing, he attempts to reveal what 
was silenced in the text and reveals elements the omission of which mystifies the text. 
The silence framework has been used to look at the results of the textual analysis. The 
analysis of silence has revealed aspects that the textual analysis was not able to uncover. In 
contrast to the textual analysis, it has laid down an opposite picture: the MB is an organization 
that carries on its shoulders service to the country and its people regardless of gender or religion, 
carrying out developmental and humanitarian projects, peacefully fighting to be admitted to 
work legally. ―Moreover, the MB members professionally and successfully ran the bar, medical, 
and engineers‘ syndicates until the government, with its exclusionary bylaws, took over these 
associations […]The MB‘s frequent success and rivalry-potential are the reasons that triggered 
the severe exclusionary policies practiced against them. In spite of all this success and of being 
the largest opposition group bloc, Islamists unjustifiably have never been quoted except 
negatively during news stories in 2000 and 2005‖ (Pasha, 2011:251). 
The conclusions of both the textual and silence analyses were developed by the 
researcher into a proposed framework that is suitable for analyzing social exclusion. The 
framework can also be used to analyze other types of social exclusion. In this framework, 
exclusion can be realized either linguistically, where exclusionary features can be tracked on the 
level of clauses, or non-linguistically, where the text must be gone beyond to examine the 
absence of the essential components of the news story. 
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Another study that looks at different depictions of a group but in spoken media is 
Debbagh(2012).The study examines how women are presented in Moroccan broadcast news. 
Debbagh considers women‘s representations at a large scale (macrostructure) and at a smaller 
scale (microstructure).Macrostructure analysis concerns the higher level of description. It allows 
the analysis of larger texts such as paragraphs, sections, or chapters of discourse. It is a useful 
tool for identifying the organization of complete texts and how their components as a whole 
support some claim or claims of the analysts.Microstructure analysis, on the other hand,is 
concerned with how the use of specific linguistic devices affects the semantic relations between 
different linguistic itemsin the text (Debbagh, 2012). 
From a CDA perspective, the analysis of the representation of women and their images in 
Moroccan media discourse, according to the analyst, offers a productive site for studying the 
connection between gender and its relationship to the cultural practices of the Moroccan society. 
The aim of the study was to determine the nature of women‘s images in Moroccan television 
news as well as to explore the value of discourse analysis as an approach for use in the analysis 
of Moroccan television news regarding the representations of women. 
The corpus for this study consists of a sample of several hours of news that deal with 
women‘s issues or women-related topics from the two main Moroccan television channels: 2M 
and Al-Aoula from February through May 2010. The study mainly focused on the ideational and 
textual analysis of the language in television news as outlined by Fairclough (1995) and 
combined microanalysis with the global thematic analysis introduced by Van Dijk (1988). 
The results of the study showed that the Moroccan television news programs in Arabic on 
both channels favor two specific discourse perspectives: the conservative perspective which 
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associates women with domesticity and traditional roles, and an alternative progressive 
perspective which associates women with modernity and economic development. 
As Debbagh (2012)notes, the analysis of data from both microstructure and 
macrostructure perspectives shows that Moroccan television discourse about women has both 
empowering and disempowering elements. The representations of women as subordinate coexist 
with other representations where women are portrayed as active members that can take a more 
active role in society and development. This discourse of empowerment which is usually 
associated with development is mostly evident in the news genre.  
The study leads to the conclusion that meanings and messages in the media are not 
simply ‗transmitted‘, they are always produced ‗through some medium with its own structural 
features and these structural features are already impregnated with social values which make up a 
potential perspective on (them)‘. 
KhosraviNik, Krzyz˙anowski,and Wodak (2012) investigate how refugees, asylum 
seekers and immigrants (RASIM) are represented during two major events: the Balkan conflict 
in 1999 and the British general election in 2005 as reflected in the British newspapers. The 
analysis also attempted to account for the differences and similarities in the qualities of 
discursive representations of these groups among a variety of newspapers, i.e. 
liberal/conservative and tabloids/broadsheets. 
The study is part of a larger project on the representation of these groups of people 
between 1996 and 2006 in the British newspapers.The study makes use of Wodak‘s Discourse- 
Historical and Van Dijk‘s Socio-Cognitive approaches. The analysis is based on the five-level 
analytical method proposed by the DHA, consisting of looking at Referential strategies (naming), 
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Predicational strategies (attribution), Argumentative strategies (topoi) and Perspectivization, 
Mitigation and Intensification strategies. 
The corpus of this study consists of articles from three representative newspapers (along 
with their Sunday editions). The researcher selected the newspapers according to their formats 
and socio-political ideologies as follows: 
• The Guardian and The Observer: liberal quality newspapers 
• The Times and The Sunday Times: conservative quality newspapers 
• The Daily Mail and The Mail on Sunday: ‗tabloid‘ newspapers 
For the qualitative analysis, the data were further restricted to the articles pertaining to 
the issues of RASIM in general and those which are linked to the events. 
The study shows that while there are major similarities in the micro-linguistic categories 
used in the representations of these groups in these two periods, e.g. the metaphors, the overall 
communicated messages are not similar and the macro-structural contexts behind the processes 
of interpretation of these discourses play a determining role in transferring certain ‗meanings‘. 
The study reveals that while the newspapers have different strategies in their 
representations due to their political standpoints (e.g. The Times is more reliant on argumentation 
whilst the Daily Mail predominantly depends on referential and predicational strategies), in some 
important ways they all contribute to a similar construction of these people. 
The analysis highlighted one main strategy used by the three newspapers, that is, the 
strategy of positive Self presentation by associating the in-groupwith moral values, (e.g. The 
Daily Mail‘s article headlined ‗Immigration and the demonising of decency‘ (11 April 
2005)describes the in-group as a ‗beleaguered majority‘ whose champion,Howard, stands against 
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lies and smears of political correctness) along with the negative presentation of the Other (as 
supporting ‗lies and smears‘). 
As the analysts note, positive self presentation through predicational strategies also 
includesHoward‘s ‗defending his [our or in-group] grounds‘ and ‗standing by his views‘, along 
with negative other presentation through associating negative or unfair actions to the out-group 
social actor, e.g. the opponents are ‗conspirators‘, ‗people who attack unfairly‘, ‗question 
aggressively‘, ‗their approach is hostile‘, ‗they[presenter] press [Howard]‘ and ‗the attack has 
been co-ordinated‘. (The Daily Mail‘s article headlined ‗Howard stands his ground on migrants 
during TV grilling‘ (19 April 2005). 
The qualities of ideological negative and positive representation of RASIMthroughout 
these two periods in the British newspapers seem to be linked with the proximity of these groups 
of people to the UK (among other contextual differences), and with how ‗dramatic‘ the events 
described are. These two elements are cumulatively present in period one (Kosovo refugees) 
during which there was a generally supportive, positive presentation of affected people in all the 
newspapers‘ accounts. 
In terms of differences between the conservative broadsheet, The Times, andthe tabloid, 
the Daily Mail, the study demonstrated that the Daily Mail generally perpetuates the existing 
known stereotypes and thus reproduces negative attitudes (potentially) existing among its 
readership, whereas The Times is more creative and refrains from reproducing the stereotypes 
explicitly.  
Conservative accounts of RASIM (both in The Times and the Daily Mail) hardly 
recognize these groups using their names or other qualities, unless they can be positioned inside 
or adjacent to one of the negative topoi available, e.g. violence.Liberal news reporters do make 
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more of an effort to recognize diversities and draw on topoi of human rights, ethics and human 
values. 
The study also shows that the negative representation of RASIM in theBritish press in the 
events relevant to the UK (i.e. 2005 elections) mainly draws on a series of common topoi 
including numbers, threat (threat to cultural identity, threat to community values) and danger. 
The study also showed that RASIM are systematically constructed as a homogeneous 
group, sharing similar characteristics, backgrounds, motivations and economic status through 
processes of aggregation, collectivization and functionalization. Thus the topoi of numbers and 
large quantities or in fact (with some reservation) any other linguistic micro structures do not 
constitute ‗negativity‘ by themselves. ‗Negativity‘ is an aspect of the macro-structure of 
interpretation of a discourse, rather than being an inherent feature of microlinguistic categories. 
The study thus highlights the fact that ‗meanings‘ reside within the society and social context, 
rather than the language itself. 
Al-Ali (2011)further highlights this fact making use of a combination of CDA 
frameworks: Van Dijk‘s Socio-ideological Discourse Theory and the concept of the Ideological 
Square as well as Wodak‘s DHA to compare Arab and Western media coverage of Saddam‘s 
execution and whether they depicted Saddam as a hero or a terrorist.This combination of 
theoretical elements constitutes a basis for a comparative Arabic–English discourse analysis with 
a focus on socio-linguistic analysis of text and rhetoric.  
According to Al-Ali, the importance of such a study lies in that comparative analysis of 
news reports can be illuminating and useful in the understanding of ideology and its effects upon 
perception and communication. 
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The study examined (a) the differences and the similarities in the macroproposition and 
global structure; (b) the differences and similarities in the local meanings, lexical style, and 
rhetoric; (c) how the national, political, cultural, religious, and socio-ideological views of the 
target audience affect news coverage; and (d) how the newspapers under consideration define 
terrorism and who the terrorists are. 
The data of the study consist of news articles from prominent newspapers with national 
and international influence (Al-Gumhuryain Egypt, Tishreenin Syria, Al-Dustourin Jordan and 
Al-Jazirahin Saudi Arabia)that were published on 31 December 2006. The English language 
articles appeared in The New York Times.  
The analyst saw a need to adopt the DHA in this study for a more objective analysis 
given the complex historical and socio-political factors such as religion, politics, nationalism, 
and ideology as well as the aftermath of the Iraq wars. The historical and socio-political context 
provided by DHA is, according to the analyst, particularly essential in the understanding of 
Arabic newspapers and Arabic media in general because they have been and continue to be more 
susceptible to political influences than is generally recognized by Western analysts. 
The study showed that the majority of the Arabic newspapers considered in this study 
condemn the timing of Saddam‘s execution on the morning of one of the holiest days in the 
Islamic calendar.  
When addressing American or Western audiences, Jordanian, Egyptian, and Saudi media 
generally portray themselves as allies of America and supporters of the war againstterror. 
However, a different picture is evident upon examination of Arabic language news reports 
intended for local audiences published by the government-approved press outlets.This suggests 
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the need to expand Van Dijk‘s definition of in-group–out-group ideologyto account for the 
intended target audience, in this case the ‗national and international‘. 
The analysis shows that the message addressed to Arab-local people is completely 
different from the message addressed to the West. This double presentation ideology can be 
labeled as ‗indoor-outdoor-presentation‘. 
The New York Times is the only newspaper in this study that gives a detailed account of 
the circumstances of Saddam‘s execution, including the apparent American concerns over strict 
adherence to Iraqi law.  
Though the analyst did not focus on examining the main discoursal strategies stipulated 
by the DHA, it made good use of it in her analysis in terms of relating her interpretation to the 
historical context of the texts examined. For example, the analyst mentioned that a Wodakian 
investigation into Jordanian historical context revealedthe reason why Al-Dustour, the official 
Jordanian newspaper, gives the longest and most detailed coverage of Saddam‘s execution and 
why its macroproposition, local meanings, lexicalization, and structure all give a negative image 
of the sectarian Shiite government in Baghdad. It portrays Saddam as a hero who met his death 
with courage and dignity. The analysis of the historical context accounts for this and reveals that 
Palestinians in Jordan admire Saddam as a great Arab leader and supporter of theirstruggle 
against Israeli aggression in Palestine. Jordan remains indebted to Iraq for oil given to them 
freely by Saddam‘s regime. 
The analysis also shows that all five newspapers present Saddam Hussein in the passive 
agent role. The tone of the Arabic newspapers‘ portrayal of the passive agent ranges from the 
restrained and factual to the hagiographic and mythical. The New York Times alone presents the 
passive agent negatively. 
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All five newspapers present Saddam‘s execution as the main action of the story. The 
Arabic newspaper presentations of the circumstances of his execution are quite negative.While 
the other newspapers considered in this study can be said to have a broadly anti-American and 
pro-nationalist ideology, the ideological emphasis in Al-Jazirah, the official Saudi Arabian 
newspaper, is along religious not nationalistic lines. The in-group/out-group division in Al-
Jazirahis defined not by Arab nationalism, nor by the conflict between Islam and the West, but 
by the internal Islamic conflict between Saudi Wahhabi Sunni and Iraqi Shiite. 
Jaworska (2009) gives more insight on how language can be used manipulatively to 
encode hidden ideologies. This study examines the discourse of feminism in a large corpus of 
German and British newspaper data. It does so by employing the tools of Corpus Linguistics. By 
investigating the collocation profiles of the search term feminism, it attempted to provide 
evidence of salient discourse patterns surrounding feminism in two different cultural contexts. 
Two corpora of articles that appeared from 1990 to 2009 in major national newspapers of 
Germany and Great Britain were compiled. Both corpora were searched. The search terms used 
were feminism in the British corpus and Feminismusin the German corpus.  
Two large general corpora of English and German were consulted in order to find out 
how the search terms feminism and Feminismusare framed, in which types of text, and the 
associations they have. For English, Jaworska consulted the Bank of English, which is a corpus 
created at Birmingham University by COBUILD. For German, the corpus stored at the Institutfür 
Deutsche Sprache (IDS) in Mannheim was used.  
The study makes use of CDA and focuses on collocates which were categorized into 
semantic groups in order to identify recurrent discourse patterns that surround the search term 
feminism in Anglophone and German-speaking contexts. 
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An analysis of the search term feminism/Feminismusin the British and German press 
corpora revealed that there is a strong tendency to portray the movement in negative terms. In 
both corpora, there is a general association of feminism with the past. The movement is often 
framed as outdated, and no longer relevant. This is evidenced by the high frequency of collocates 
such as dead and post-. At the same time, the study did not find many references implying 
radicalism, demonism or charged circumstances that were, for example, evident in the analysis of 
the two reference corpora. Moreover, the relevance of feminism in the form of new feminism is 
either questioned or treated with a touch of irony. Another common feature of the representation 
of feminism in both corpora is its association with countries of the Western world. 
The analysis has also pointed to some differences in the portrayal of the movement in the 
two different cultural contexts. While in the BPC (British Press Corpora) more references to 
sexuality, particularly homosexuality, are found, in GPC (German Press Corpora) there are more 
associations with academic fields of inquiry and with the arts, suggesting that feminism is seen in 
the German context as an intellectual rather than a socio-political endeavor. The German press 
also focuses on new types of feminism, with particular prominence given to the recently emerged 
‗conservative feminism‘, which can in fact be viewed as a mechanism for dismantling many of 
the feminist ideals. 
The study provides further empirical evidence in support of some of the claims put 
forward in previous research. There is also a noticeable ‗willingness‘ on the part of the press to 
report the demise of feminism, or to treat it with a degree of irony, trivialization. Moreover, 
feminism is not seen as a movement having wide social support, but is increasingly re-located to 
the domain of academia, literature and the arts, which are; essentially, spheres open to only a 
small number of middle-class women.  
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Jaworska notes that a qualitative analysis of two sample articles has subsequently pointed 
to the use of the polarization strategy when depicting the movement, and in doing so, provided 
further evidence for the rather negative discourse prosody surrounding the depiction of feminism 
in the media. 
Fang (2001) examines the discourse strategies of several Chinese language news reports 
in two ideologically opposed newspapers, namely mainland china‘s official mouthpiece People‘s 
Daily and Taiwan‘s KMT (Nationalist Party) newspaper Central Daily News on two separate 
controversial events: the civil unrest in South Africa (22-8 March 1985) and in Argentina (31 
May- June1989). 
The aim is to critically analyze how various textual elements might be employed for 
justificatory purposes. The study investigates discourse features such as lexical choices, 
grammatical elements, headlines and thematic structures focusing on how they can be varied or 
manipulated in the construction or representation of a version of political reality written for the 
two different readerships. 
A corpus of 153 news articles about international civil unrest between (1980 to1991) was 
collected and included the news reports of two events in South Africa and in Argentina for the 
case studies. The most important reason for choosing these two events was that they were 
reported in both newspapers. With regard to the events in South Africa, five news articles from 
the people‘s Daily and three from the Central Daily News are analyzed in detail. For the events 
in Argentina, two news articles were included from each newspaper. 
The study makes use of Van Dijk‘s approach in examining the textual and contextual 
components of the discourse events. This approach provides a systematic and critical strategy for 
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analyzing and describing the linguistic units in a text while taking into account the context in 
which the text is created. 
The study also focuses on the thematic analysis of texts for the explication or assessment 
of social, cultural and political dimensions of news media, including the ideological orientation 
of journalists or newspapers. Within this analytical framework, texts are analyzed with regard to 
their headlines and their topics or themes. 
The comparison of use of lexical choices, headlines and topics of the People‘s Daily and 
Central Daily News in each of the two case studies showed that there were vast differences in the 
portrayal of the events in South Africa, but a greater degree of convergence in the depiction of 
the situation in Argentina. 
The qualitative analyses in this study have revealed that the official newspapers 
employed various linguistic devices to present images of overseas events in a manner congruent 
with the respective diplomatic policies of each regime. Analyzing lexical choices and syntactic 
options, with a special focus on how agents downplayed or highlighted, it was clear from the 
data that the events were framed differently with agents downplayed or highlighted. This was 
further reinforced by the fact that topics which are incongruent with the newspaper‘s perspective 
were downplayed or omitted. For example the People‘s Daily ignored the topics of vengeance 
killings of black officials by the blacks, while the Central Daily News downplayed the topics 
which suggest the South African police had opened fire on a group of unarmed marchers. 
The comparisons suggest that each newspaper‘s coverage of the events in South Africa is 
motivated by ideological and political opportunism as well as the obligation to justify the 
policies adopted by the government. Overall, it is argued that the discourse strategies utilized to 
frame the events serve to legitimize and defend the policies formulated by the regimes in power. 
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The above review of literature offers an insight on the importance of using CDA‘s 
different approaches in approaching media discourse and uncovering ways in which newspaper 
writers construct positive or negative representations. A deep understanding of the hidden 
meaning and the ideologically–based representation of people, entities and events necessitates 
that readers go beyond what is explicitly stated in the text, highlighting the rule of studying the 
various strategies of language manipulation. 
One of these strategies is the selection of lexical items which writers may use to 
implicitly pass their own judgments upon people or events. For instance, Fernandez and Lirola 
(2012) showed how even euphemistic lexical references are employed to negatively represent 
immigrants in Spanish press. In this case, PC language was used as a means of avoiding 
responsibility for what is said and for the idea hidden behind the words. Euphemism was a tool at 
the journalist‘s disposal to implicitly transmit an idea without departing too far from the 
appearance of objectivity and — what is more important — without damaging their own public 
image. 
The historical background has been also highlighted as an essential component in a 
critical reading of media text as in KhosraviNik, Krzyz˙anowski,and Wodak(2012)and Al-Ali 
(2011).Strategies highlighted by the DHA,including nomination, predication and argumentation 
strategies, are only made meaningful by looking at the historical context of the texts under 
investigation. 
 Though many studies examined the different representations of self and other in media 
texts in other languagesusing different approaches of CDA including the DHA, there is a scarcity 
ofthis research on Arabic, e.g. Pasha‘s study which looked only at one side of the representation 
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of the MB in the state-owned newspaper Al-Ahram. The present study is a step in filling this gap 
by examining the different representations of the MB in two Egyptian newspapers. 
Muslim Brotherhood: Autobiography
1
 
It is essential before analyzing media texts on MB group or Jamaa‘at Al-IkhwaanAl-
Muslimiin to first give a contextualization of this analysis, to orient reader with the background 
against which this analysis has taken place (as a main component of the DH analysis). 
The MB is Egypt‘s oldest and largest Islamist organization. Founded by Hassan Al-
Banna in1928, the group has influenced Islamist movements around the world with its model of 
political activism combined with Islamic charity work. The movement initially aimed simply to 
spread Islamic morals and good works, but soon became involved in politics, particularly the 
fight to rid Egypt of British colonial control and cleanse it of all Western influence. For this 
purpose, ―clubs were formed, hospitals and industries were created, and a military wing was 
even developed‖ (Laub, 2011; Aly&Wenner, 1982, cited in Shabbir, 2012) 
After Al-Banna launched the MBin 1928, branches were set up throughout the country - 
each running a mosque, a school and a sporting club - and its membership grew rapidly. By the 
late 1940s, the group was believed to have had as many as two million followers in Egypt, and 
its ideas had spread across the Arab world.  
The Egyptian government dissolved the group in late 1948 for attacking British and 
Jewish interests. Soon afterwards, the group was accused of assassinating Prime Minister 
Mahmoud al-Nuqrashi. 
                                                          
1
 This autobiography is adapted from BBC (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-12313405) and Shabbir 
(2012). 
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After a failed attempt to assassinate President Gamal Abdel Nasser in 1954, the Ikhwan 
were blamed, banned, and thousands of members imprisoned and tortured. The group continued, 
however, to grow underground.  
This clash with the authorities prompted an important shift in the ideology of the Ikhwan, 
evident in the writings of one prominent member, SayyidQutb. Qutb's work advocated the use of 
jihad (struggle) against jaahili (ignorant) societies, both Western and so-called Islamic ones, 
which he argued were in need of a radical transformation. In 1965, the government again cracked 
down on the Ikhwan, executing SayyidQutb in 1966 and making him a martyr throughout the 
region. 
During the 1980s the Ikhwan attempted to re-join the political mainstream. Successive 
leaders formed alliances with Al-Wafd party in 1984 and with the Labour and Liberal parties in 
1987, becoming the main opposition force in Egypt.  
In the reign of Mubarak, though officially banned and subject to frequent repression, the 
Ikhwan led the public opposition to the ruling National Democratic Party of President Mubarak, 
who came to power in 1981.While the Ikhwan say that they support democratic principles, one 
of their stated aims is to create a state ruled by Islamic law, or Sharia. Their most famous slogan, 
used worldwide, is َلُح ٞٛ ّ٬ع٩ح ‗Islam is the solution.‘  
In 2000, the Ikhwan won 17 seats in the People's Assembly. Five years later, the group 
achieved its best election results at that time, with independent candidates allied to it winning 20% 
of the seats. The result shocked President Mubarak. The government subsequently launched a 
crackdown on the Ikhwan, detaining hundreds of members, and instituted a number of legal 
"reforms" to counter their revival. 
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The constitution was rewritten to stipulate that "political activity or political parties shall 
not be based on any religious background or foundation"; independent candidates were banned 
from running for president; and anti-terrorism legislation was introduced that gave the security 
forces sweeping powers to detain suspects and restrict public gatherings. Leaders of President 
Mubarak's ruling National Democratic Party also worked hard to reduce the likelihood of further 
opposition gains in the November 2010 parliamentary elections. 
But their efforts backfired; the failure of candidates allied to the Ikhwan to win a single 
seat in the first round was accompanied by allegations of widespread fraud. The MB and other 
opposition parties boycotted the second round of the November 2010 elections and the NDP was 
left in the embarrassing situation of taking more than 80% of the seats in the People's Assembly. 
The continued repression of the opposition was one of the main triggers for the mass anti-
government protests by thousands of Egyptians in 25
th
 January 2011, which saw the NDP‘s 
headquarters in Cairo set on fire. 
But as the protests grew and the government began to offer concessions, including a 
promise by Mubarak not to seek re-election in September 2011, Egypt‘s largest opposition force 
took a more assertive role. 
At the beginning of February 2011, the Ikhwan's leadership issued a statement saying: 
"We demand that this regime is overthrown, and we demand the formation of a national unity 
government for all the factions." 
They also attended an unprecedented meeting between the government and opposition. 
The invitation was an implicit recognition of their wide support and importance to the protest 
movement. 
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2011 witnessed drastic changes in the history of Egypt and the history of the MB. The 
success of the 25th January revolution has empowered the MB and gave them the opening to 
become a dominant political force in Egypt. The forced retirement of President Mubarak and 
authority being relinquished to the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF) was followed 
by the MB forming Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala party and winning 48percent of the vote in the 2011 
parliamentary elections. Despite initial promises that the movement would not put forward any 
of its candidate in the presidential election of 2012, and that instead it wanted the opposition to 
nominate a consensus candidate, it was clear, however, that theIkhwan‘s leaders were committed 
to increasing their political role in Egypt. The MB put forward two of its biggest figures forward 
for the presidential elections and in July2012 Dr. Mohammad Mursi won the elections with a 52% 
over Ahmed Shafiq who was considered by many Egyptians as part of Mubarak‘s regime. 
The whole Year of Mursi‘s rule has witnessed a number of tensions, starting from the 
heated debate over the new constitution and ended with masses of people gathering in Tahrir 
Square and elsewhere calling for the step down of Mursi and demanding early presidential 
elections. 
On July 3, 2013, President Mursi was forced to step down under the pressure of the huge 
protests in the streets backed by the SCAF. As this research being finalized the turbulent 
situation in Egypt is still going on with a number of Egyptians calling for the return of Mursi and 
refusing the interference of the SCAF and an even larger number of Egyptians in TahrirSquare 
supporting the decision of the SCAFF and looking forward to the coming presidential elections. 
 
 
III-Methodology 
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CDA has been used to examine the representation of the MB in two contemporary 
Egyptian newspapers to reveal main linguistic features that characterize how the image of this 
group is drawn in Egyptian press. 
Data and Sampling 
The data for this study consist of articles that were published in two newspapers, i.e. Al-
Hurryyawa Al-Adala ‗Freedom and Justice‘ and Al-Wattan‗The Homeland‘ in the nine-month 
period from July 2012 (when Muhammad Mursi became in power) until present (March 2013), 
selecting the first issue from each month in the period specified. 
In order to identify the articles to be examined in this study, (1) a total number of 18 
issues has been gathered. (2) All the articles in these issues have been skimmed in order to 
identify articles that bear explicit or implicit reference to the MB. (3) Finally, one article has 
been selected randomly from the articles identified in each issue. Thus, the total number of 
articles that constitute the data for this study is 18. 
Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala is the official newspaper of Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala party, the 
political arm and the mouthpiece of the MB, hence it is assumed that the MB image in this 
newspaper will be generally positive. Al-Wattan is an independent newspaper that is generally 
known to take an opposing stand towards the MB. It is expected that these two newspapers will 
show diverse ways of representation of the MB. Moreover it will uncover ways in which 
ideological basis and political standpoints influence the newspapers‘ representation of the group. 
The significance of the period selected lies in that it covers the time during which an MB 
member, Muhammad Mursi, has become a president. Also during this period some major events 
in the history of the MB and Egypt took place, e.g. the approval of the new constitution with the 
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accompanying heated discussion that took place in different newspapers about the MB and their 
intentions. 
Data have been retrieved from the official websites of the two newspapers. Both corpora 
have been analyzed and then compared. 
In comparison to reported news, political analyses articles basically use a lot of language 
features that frame opinions, therefore the analysis has focused mainly on this type of 
articles.This is a qualitative exploratory study that aims to answer the question‗how‘ in its data 
rather than the question ‗how often‘. 
Theoretical Framework 
Wodak‘s DHA to Discourse analysisprovides several analytical categories useful for the 
analysis of self and other representation. The five-level analytical method proposed by the DHA, 
consisting of looking at Referential strategies (naming), Predicational strategies 
(attribution),argumentative strategies (topoi/fallacies), Perspectivization, Mitigation and 
Intensification strategies, is relevant to the aims and scope of the present study. Therefore, the 
representations of MB in the two newspapers selected are accounted for using this approach. 
These discursive strategies are mainly devised to account for five main questions: 
1. How are persons, objects, phenomena/events, processes and actions named and referred to 
linguistically? 
2. What characteristics, qualities and features are attributed to social actors, 
objects,phenomena/events and processes? 
3. What arguments are employed in the discourse in question? 
4. From what perspectives are these nominations, attributions and arguments expressed? 
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5. Are the respective utterances articulated overtly? Are they intensified or mitigated? (Reisigl 
and Wodak, 2009: 13). 
This study focuses on the three strategic aspects of self-presentation and other-
presentation, i.e. the referential strategies, predicational strategies and – non-fallacious as well as 
fallacious – argumentation strategies, as ―they all play an important role in the discursive 
discrimination of persons and – at least also partly – in discursively proceeding against social 
discrimination and exclusion‖ (Resigle and Wodak, 2009: 81). 
In order to discern topoi from fallacies,we look at ―the correct reference to the previous 
discourse by the antagonist, the obligation to ―matter-of-factness,‖ the correct reference to 
implicit premises, the respect of shared starting points,the use of plausible arguments and 
schemes of argumentation, logical validity‖among others(Wodak, 2009: 110). 
In this study referencesare made to several topoi which are discussed in the literature, but 
also some new names for topoi and fallacies have been suggested to suit its specific data.DHA 
works by incorporating the historical context into the interpretation of texts under study, 
although there is no defined way of doing this.  
Validity within DHA 
DHA suggests triangulation procedures to ensure validity, as it takes into account four 
levels of analysis: 
1. The immediate language, or text-internal, co-text 
2. The inter-textual and inter-discursiverelationship between utterances, texts, genres and 
discourses 
3. The extra-linguistic (social) level, which is called the ‗the context of situation‘ 
4. and the broader sociopolitical and historical contexts 
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Evaluating the findings from these different perspectives should ensure validity and minimize the 
possibility of being biased (Wodak, 2009: 31). 
Wodak,however, argues that ―a rigorous ‗objectivity‘ cannot be reached by means of 
discourse analysis‖, because analysts‘ beliefs, ideologies and preconceptions will always be 
embedded within the interpretation of data analyzed no matter how the analyst tried to distance 
herself/himself from the data(2009:31). 
Sample Analysis 
The following is a qualitative pilot analysis of two articles. The first article is from Al-
Wattannewspaper,and the second is from Al-Hurryyawa Al-adala newspaper. Both articles were 
issued March1st, 2013. 
(1)Al-Wattan: ش٤ـٌزل٘ٓ٢عشٓ  
Questions Discursive strategies Purposes/Devices 
How are persons, objects, 
phenomena/events, 
processes and actions 
related to the MB named 
and referred to 
linguistically? 
 
Nomination strategies 
 
Discursive strategies of social actors: 
٢عشٓش٤ـٌزل٘ٓMursi lovers 
Factionَ٤قك 
his group members أ ٚظػخٔؿ ءخنػ  
أ٢عخ٤غُح ّ٬ع٩ح صحسخ٤ط عخزط  
 followers of political Islam movements 
أٖ٤ِٔغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩ح شػخٔؿ عخزط  
Followers of the MB group 
Discursive construction of 
objects/phenomena/events: 
Concrete: 
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ذِزُح( دٌُٞ٘ٔح)stricken country 
Abstract: 
عخمٝأ situations 
أْٜطذ٘ؿ(their)agenda 
قهٞٓ stand 
Discursive construction of processes and 
actions: 
(عخكذُح َفحٞ٣)  قطخ ٠ِػ حشقٓ ٝذز٣ ظ٤ثس ٖػ
ٝ ٙد٬رادخك ٢خ٣سخط دخطوظعخر خٜظرخف  
Continue to defend a president who 
seems to insist on kidnapping his 
country and afflicting it with acute 
polarization 
اش٤عخع٧ح ٚٓخٜٔر ّخ٤وُح ٢ك ظ٤ثشُح مخلخ  
The president‘s failure to carry out his 
basic responsibilities 
(ظ٤ثشُح)أٝ ٕخ٤قؼُح خلؽ ٠ُح ذؼؾُح زخأ ِٚٔعا ٠ُ
ط٬ك٩ٍح قزؽ 
The president led the people to the verge 
of revolt and to bankruptcy 
ش٤ه٬خ٧ح ظ٤ثشُح ش٤ػشؽ سخ٤ٜٗح 
The collapse of the president‘s moral 
legitimacy 
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ٙدٞػٞر ٚٓحضظُح ّذػ صٞزػ 
The confirmation of his not fulfilling his 
promises 
ٚطخل٣شقطٝ ٚلهحٞٓ ٖػ ٚؼؿحشط 
Returning in his stands and declarations 
خٜٓخوٓ ٝ شعخثشُح شز٤ٛ علك ٖػ ٙضـػ 
His failure to keep the prestige and 
status of the presidency 
 ٕحٞخ٩ح ... ز٤ل٘طأشٓٞـُِٔح ٝ شٔثخـُح ْٜطذ٘ؿ  
The brothers…carrying out their cloudy 
and mined agenda 
 
What characteristics, 
qualities and features are 
attributed to social actors, 
objects, 
phenomena/events and 
processes? 
 
Predication strategies Discursive characterization/qualification 
of social actors, objects, phenomena, 
events processes and actions(positive or 
negative): 
شغ٤ؼظُح شُخلُح 
The miserable state 
دٌُٞ٘ٔح ذِزُح 
The stricken country 
شقٓ ٢لُٔخؼُٔح قمحٝ َ٤قك 
A faction that is clearly defined in Egypt  
دخك ٢خ٣سخط دخطوظعح 
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An acute historical polarization 
أش٤زٛزٓ ٝأ ش٤لثخه ظع 
Sectarian or doctrinal basis 
ٙشؽ ْٜٗ 
Voracious appetite 
٢عخ٤غُح ّ٬ع٩ح 
Political Islam 
 صخ٤لٗحأ٢ؿُٞٞ٣ذ٣  
Ideological inclination 
شو٤ٔؼُح سُٜٞح deep gap 
(ش٤عخع٧ح ّخُٜٔح)شمشظلُٔح  
The supposed(principal responsibilities) 
ٖ٤زلُٔح(٢عشُٔ)  ء٫ُٞح ٠ِػ ٖ٤ٔ٤ؤُح ٖ٤قِخُٔح
نُحٝحؿ٬خ٩ح ٠ِػ ٖ٤نر  
The faithful,loyal and devoted lovers 
(Mursi followers) 
سش٤خ٧ح ٌٕٞط دخٌط ش٤ُخؿ شفشك 
A precious opportunity that is 
probablythe final 
أشٓٞـِٓٝ شٔثخؿ سذ٘ؿ  
Mined and cloudy agenda 
What arguments are 
employed in the discourse 
Argumentation strategies Persuading addressees of the truth and 
normative rightness of claims 
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in question? 
 
 ٟٞعخ٘٤ِػ ذِـ٣  ُٖ ٚؼهٞٓ ٢ك ٢عشٓ سحشٔظعح
 ٟٞعخ٘ر ٢نل٣ ُٖٝ عسحٌُٞح ٖٓذ٣ضُٔحا ٖٓ ذ٣ضُٔح ٠ُ
َؾلُحٝ صخٓص٧ح.  
Mursi‘s continuation in his position will 
bring us nothing but more disasters and 
will lead to nothing but more crises and 
failure. 
 
From what perspectives 
are these nominations, 
attributions and 
arguments expressed? 
Perspectivization 
strategies 
Positioning speaker‘s or writer‘s point of 
view and expressing involvement or 
distance 
اخ٘ٗ(inclusive ‗we‘) 
خٌ٘٘ٔ٣ 
We can 
خ٘٤ِػ 
We must 
خ٘ز٤نل٣٠ُا  
Lead us to… 
Distance: 
ٜٚٔلط ٌٖٔ٣ ٫ خٓ 
What can not be understood 
Are the respective 
utterances articulated 
Mitigation and 
intensification strategies 
Modifying the illocutionary force of 
utterances in respect of their epistemic 
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overtly; are they 
intensified or mitigated? 
 
or deontic status: 
-epistemic/ deontic 
It seems that we…                        ٝذز٣أخ٘ٗ  
عسحٌُٞح ٖٓ ذ٣ضُٔح ٟٞع خ٘٤ِػ ذِـ٣ ُٖ 
Will bring us nothing but more disasters 
 
The most important social actor(s) mentioned in the article are the MB members who are 
discursively constructed as  ش٤ـٌزل٘ٓ(٢عشٓ) , َ٤قك, أ ٚظػخٔؿ ءخنػ(٢عشٓ) , أ٢عخ٤غُح ّ٬ع٩ح صحسخ٤ط عخزط , أ عخزط
ٖ٤ِٔغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩ح شػخٔؿ and the most salient predications attributed to these actors areonly negative 
predications. MB members are portrayed as followersof ٢عخ٤غُح ّ٬ع٩ح andas having ْٜٗٙشؽ to 
authority to the extent that it blinds them to what disasters president Mursi is leading Egypt to. In 
addition, their صخ٤لٗحا٢ؿُٞٞ٣ذ٣ ―ideological bias‖ makes them support Mursi in whatever he does 
because he is a member of their group and share same ideologies. President Mursi himself 
mentioned in a TV interview that though he will leave MB, part of him will remain MB-oriented.  
The addressee-inclusive pronoun in اخ٘ٗ ,خٌ٘٘ٔ٣,خ٘٤ِػ,خ٘ز٤نل٣ is a mark of the writer‘s 
involvement. The writer continued the same negative image of the MB with the claim he made 
about their president, the one that they share ideologies with and to whom they give support 
blindly, namely president Mursi.The writer claims that if president Mursi continues in his 
position he will bring us (The Egyptians) nothing but more disasters, more failure and crises, a 
negative topos that the writer intensified by framing it in what is called in Arabic 
grammarشقلُخرِٞعأ meaning that ―nothing‖ will be brought up by president Mursi ―but‖ disasters. 
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(2)Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala: ٕحذ٤ُٔح ذهخؼط سدخنُٔح سسٞؼُح 
Questions Discursive strategies Purposes/Devices 
How are persons, objects, 
phenomena/events, 
processes and actions 
related to MB named and 
referred to linguistically? 
 
Nomination strategies 
 
Discursive strategies of social actors: 
ٕٝسٞؼظُٔح 
the feigned revolutionists 
سدخنُٔح سسٞؼُح شفخ٘ػ  
the anti-revolution elements 
٢ٓ٬ع٩حٕٝIslamists                                     
       
Discursive construction of 
objects/phenomena/events: 
Concrete/Abstract: 
ذثخزُح ّخظُ٘ح 
the old/defunct regime                     
Discursive construction of processes and 
actions: 
ٕحذ٤ُٔح ذهخؼط سدخنُٔح سسٞؼُح  
The anti-revolution punishes the square. 
(شٜزـُح) ش٣خٔك ٠ِػ خٛٝذ٣ئٓ ؿشل٣ ٫(ٕحذ٤ُٔح)  
(TheFront)its supporters are not 
protecting the square 
 
(حٝسذق٣ ُْ)ٝ ذـؽ صخٗخ٤را ٖٓ ٕحذ٤ُٔح غ٣ِٞظُ شٗحد
 ٚ٤ِظلٓ َزه 
Did not issue declarations to 
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denounceandcondemn the square 
occupiers polluting it. 
 نط٘٣ دخٌ٣ خُٜخك ٕخغُ"٢و٣ذف ١ٝذػ ٝذػ "
As if they say ―the enemy of my enemy 
is my friend‖ 
(شٜزـُح)سدخنُٔح سسٞؼُح شفخ٘ػ ِٚؼلط خٔىِػ ضٔقُ٘ 
Let‘s keep silent on what the anti-
revolution elements do 
ْثحشؿ ٖػ ٠مخـظُ٘(أ سخـطٝ عسحٞؾُح د٫ٝ
صحسذخُٔح) 
and turn a blind eye on their crimes 
ٖ٤٤ٓ٬ع٩ح ٠ِػ ْٜٗٞزُئ٣ٝ طخُ٘ح ٕٝش٤ؼ٣ 
They arouse people and incite them 
against Islamists 
What characteristics, 
qualities and features are 
attributed to social actors, 
objects, 
phenomena/events and 
processes? 
 
Predication strategies Discursive characterization/qualification 
of social actors, objects, phenomena, 
events processes and actions(positive or 
negative): 
ٕٝسٞؼظٓ 
feigned revolutionists   
حسٝص ٠ٔغط خٓ(رخوٗ٩ح شٜزؿ) 
What is by forgery called (the Salvation 
Front) 
ٖ٤ٓشظلُٔح ٖ٣شٛخظظُٔح ش٤ؿ 
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Not from the respectable  protesters 
What arguments are 
employed in the discourse 
in question? 
 
Argumentation strategies Persuading addressees of the truth and 
normative rightness of claims. 
رخوٗ٩ح شٜزؿ ش٤ُئغٓ ش٣شلظُح ٕحذ٤ٓ ٠ِػ ظخللُح 
Protecting Tahrir square is the 
responsibility of  The Salvation Front  
(ٕٝسٞؼظُٔح)صخ٤ٗٞ٤ِٓ ذؾك ٠ِػ ٖ٣سدخه ش٤ؿ 
The feigned revolutionists are not able to 
gather mass protests. 
From what perspectives 
are these nominations, 
attributions and 
arguments expressed? 
Perspectivization 
strategies 
Positioning speaker‘s or writer‘s point of 
view and expressing involvement or 
distance: 
The writer is addressing the anti-
revolutionists directly as in:  
it is enoughًْخلً  
be ashamedحٞلظعح  
Distance: 
٠ع٧خر شؼؾ٣ ٕحذ٤ُِٔ شظخُ٘ح 
everyone looking at the square would 
feel sad 
Are the respective 
utterances articulated 
overtly; are they 
Mitigation and 
intensification strategies 
Modifying the illocutionary force of 
utterances in respect of their epistemic 
or deontic status: 
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intensified or mitigated? 
 
نط٘٣ دخٌ٣  
seems to say 
 ّٞ٤ُح ٠ظكشٗ ُْ
we didn‘t see up till today 
 
The most important social actors mentioned in the article are the Islamists, the anti-
revolutionists, and members of ―National Salvation Front‖.The Islamists, used as an umbrella 
term for MB, are seen as being under attacks from the anti-revolutionists.Members of ―National 
Salvation Front‖ are seen as conspiring and colluding with anti-revolutionists. They keep silent 
and turn a blind eye to their criminal acts because they share mutual interest ―they are enemies of 
their enemy‖ so they must be their friends. 
The writer makes a fallacious claim that the ―National Salvation Front‖ is not taking its 
responsibility for protecting Tahrir square from drug addicts and smugglers who invade the 
square. This claim is ruled out simply because the protection and security of the square is mainly 
the responsibility of the government. In so doing, the writer uses the strategy of scapegoating and 
blames the mistakes of the government on a second party. 
Another fallacious claim that the writer makes is that street children, smugglers, drug 
addicts are threatening the MB.The writer draws a negative image of MB enemies. In so doing, 
he aims at representing a ‗self‘-positive image of the MB by contrasting them to the ‗other‘- 
negative images of their enemies, i.e. if our enemies are bad then we are good. 
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IV-ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the major phenomena observed in the data are presented. The chapter is 
organized in accordance with the categories proposed by DHA as outlined above.  
1.  Nomination strategies 
In the context of this study, nomination strategies are concerned with how persons, 
objects, phenomena, events, processes and actions related to the MB are named and referred to 
linguistically. 
1.1 Reference to Social Actors (Persons) 
In the data from Al-Wattan newspaper, (members of) MB have/has been often referred to 
by words and phrases that very frequently carry explicit or implicit negative evaluations. These 
can be grouped under the following categories: 
- References that indicate complete obedience to MB leadership, e.g. 
٢ٓ٬ع٩حسخ٤ظُخػخزطأ 
followers of Islamic movement  
ٕحٞخ٩خٗخ٤زف 
MB boys(this indicates a look-down at them)  
ش٤ـٌزل٘ٓ 
This is a term that is borrowed from the context of the Syrian revolution. It means ‗blindly 
following and loving‘. Originally, it refers to those who love and support Al-Asad. This is 
considered extremely negative given Al-Asad‘s responsibility for the massacre in his country. 
- References that allude to MB secrecy and accusations of violence 
ٕحٞخبطخ٤ؾِ٤ٓ 
MB militants 
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- References that indicate their ideological background (ideological anthroponomy) 
شػخٔـُح 
‗the group‘  
ٕحٞخا 
ikhwan 
٢ٓ٬ع٩حسخ٤ظُح 
Islamist movement  
- References that indicate their backwardness 
سش٤ؾػٝ َٛأ 
‗MB family and clan/tribe‘ terms from the past, especially used by those who live under tribal 
rules.A prmitivization reference that carries in itself a negative connotation without any 
furtherpredications. 
- References that indicate underestimation 
Mursi used without the title president when criticizing his actions 
٢عشٓذٔلٓ 
Muhammad Mursi 
٢عشٓٚظػخٔؿٝ 
(Mursi and his group ‗unnamd‘)  
- Reference to them as a political group(professional anthroponomy) 
٢عخ٤ع َ٤قك 
 دضلُح ٝ شػخٔـُح
This is often used in contexts where the writer states that no single political group can solve all 
Egypt‘s problems or criticizes the claimed attempts of the MB to take over the state. 
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- References to Mursi as a representative of MB 
شُحذؼُحٝ ش٣شلُح دضك قؽشٓ 
Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala candidate 
 (٢عشٓ)شػخٔـُح ٢ك ٢عخعأ ١دخ٤ه ٞنػ 
a principal leading member in the group(the MB) 
ا ٢ك خغ٤ثسٝ خ٤ٗحٞخآذكحٝ ٕ 
MBian and president at the same time 
In the data from Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adalanewspaper, (members of) MB have/has been 
often referred to by words and phrases that are very frequently carry explicit or implicit positive 
evaluations. These can be grouped under the following categories: 
- References that indicate MB ideological background (ideological anthroponomy) 
Islamists ٢ٓ٬ع٩حٕٝ  
ٕحٞخ٩ح 
theMB 
شػخٔـُح 
the group 
٢ٗحٞخ٩ح ظ٤ثشُح 
ikhwani president 
ٖ٤ِٔغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩ح شػخٔؿ 
the MB group 
ٕحٞخ٩ح ٍخؿس 
the Brothers‘ men 
- References that indicate their legitimacy as a ruling power: 
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ش٤زِؿ٧ح دضك 
themajority party          
شقٓ ٢ك ٢ػشؾُح ّخظُ٘ح 
the legitimate regime in Egypt 
ذؼؾُح ٖٓ سسخظخٓ شجك 
a group selected by the people 
ٖ٤زخظ٘ٓ 
elected 
شٜ٣ضٗٝ سشك سدحسبر ءخؿ ٕحٞخ٪ُ ذؼؾُح سخ٤ظخح 
MB are elected by peoples‘ free will 
ذخظُ٘ٔح ظ٤ثشُح 
the elected president 
٢ٔعشُح ّخظُ٘ح 
the official regime 
١شقُٔح ٢ػشؾُح ّخظُ٘ح 
the Egyptian legitimate regime 
ذخظ٘ٓ ٢ٗذٓ ظ٤ثس ٍٝأ 
firstcivilian to be elected as president 
 سسٞػ ٚر صءخؿ25ش٣خ٘٣  
empowered by January revolution 
(ٕحٞخ٩حٝ ٢عشٓ) دحس٩حسش٤زؼؾُح 
(Mursi and the MB)the public will 
اذؼؾُح سدحس 
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the will of the people 
(٢عشٓ)ذخظُ٘ٔح خ٘غ٤ثس 
our elected president 
يُر ذًئ٣ ٢زؼؾُح غهحُٞحٝ ٚطحسحشه ٝ ظ٤ثشُح غٓ ذؼؾُح ش٤زُخؿ 
most of the people are with the president and his decisions and the public reality confirms this. 
 (ِْغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩حٕٝ)أ ش٤ػشؽ صخرخخظٗخر ٌْلُح ٠ُا حٞط 
(the MB)came to power through legal elections. 
- References that indicate that they are part of the Egyptian people: 
ٖهُٞح حزٛ ؾ٤غٗ ٖٓ شجك 
a group of the Egyptian texture 
غٔظـُٔح ٢ك ٕٝسزـظٓ ٕحٞخ٩ح 
MB are deeply rooted in the society 
١شقُٔح ّخظُ٘ح 
the Egyptian regime 
١شقُٔح ظ٤ثشُح 
the Egyptian president 
The strategy of nomination (or referential strategy) has been used extensively by both 
newspapers with the objective of constructing in-groups and out-groups. Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala 
depicted the MB as part of the Egyptian people whose existence in presidency is also a decision 
of the majority of Egyptians,thus highlighting the in-group positive image and excluding 
opponents. 
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Al-Wattanhighlighted the image of MB out-group through focusing on the ideological 
background of the group separating them from the rest of the Egyptians as a backward primitive 
group that follows their own tribal rules and traditions and have secret plans. 
1.2 Reference to Objects Considered Related to MB 
One of the most important objects that have been linked to MB in Al-Wattan articles is 
the new Egyptian Constitution which has been frequently described as ٢ٗحٞخ٩حسٞظعذُح ‗the MB 
Constitution.‘ This emphasizes the claim that the President is working only for the interest of his 
group(see below). 
A number of objects/ideas have been mentioned in relation to the MB, e.g. 
ٖ٤ِٔغُٔخٗحٞخ٩حشػخٔـططخٓ ‗the MB plot,‘ which again emphasizes the idea of a secret group that has 
a plot, and a reference to Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala party as ْٜرضك(ٕحٞخ٩ح)  ‗their party.‘ In the data 
from Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adalanewspaper, the main discursive object was the MB regime which is 
referred to as the only legitimate regime in Egypt. 
- Reference to the legitimacy of Mursi regime: 
 ١زُح ١شقُٔح ٢ػشؾُح ّخظُ٘ححذؼؾُح ٙسخظخ 
The Egyptian legitimate regime elected by the people 
شقٓ ٢ك ٢ػشؾُح ّخظُ٘ح 
The legitimate regime in Egypt 
Al-Wattan used the nomination strategy to exclude the MB and this is further highlighted 
in their reference to objects and ideas related to the MB, Al-HurryyawaAl-adala on the other 
hand described the MB regime as legitimate and called it the Egyptian regime again highlighting 
the in-group idea. 
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1.3 References to MB Actions 
In Al-Wattan newspaper, generally negative actions have been attributed to the MB as 
can be seen in the following main categories:  
-References that indicate their incapacity: 
ش٤ثحٞؾػ صحسحشه 
unplanned decisions 
وزخظٓ ءحدأ 
perplexed performance 
صحسحشور ش٣سٜٞٔـُح ظ٤ثس خ٘٤ِػ غِط٣ 
the president suddenly comes out with decisions 
- References that indicate their violence: 
ق٘ؼُح دخٌطسح 
committing violence 
ق٘ؼُح ّحذخظعخر ذ٣ذٜط 
threatening to use violence 
- References that indicate their hostility to Media and Law: 
ءخنوُح ٢ك ي٤ٌؾط 
questioning judicial authority 
 ٚٓخٌكؤزٓحضظُ٫خٓذػ
notabiding by the law 
ّ٬ػ٩ح ش٣دخ٤ك ّذػ ٖػ غ٣ذك 
accusing media of being biased against MB 
ق٤ظٞط ٝ ّ٬ػ٩ح ٠ِػ سشط٤غُح ُٕٞٝخل٣ٙ ْٜلُخقُ
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theyattempt to control media and use it for their own interest 
ٖ٤ُحٞٓش٣شلطءخعإش٘٤٤ؼط 
appointingeditors in chief who are pro-MB 
اش٤ٗٞ٣ضل٤ِطسخ٘وه٬ؿ 
closinga TV channel 
ءخنوُِ ٖ٤٤للف َ٣ٞلط 
suingjournalists 
ٖ٤٤للقُح شٓحشً ٝ شكخلقُح ش٣شك ٠ِػ ٕحٝذػ 
aggression on the freedom of journalism and the dignity of journalists 
ّ٬ػ٩خىِؼـٜ٘ٔٔٓٞـٛ 
aplanned attack on media 
ٙحٞك٫خٔ٤ٌٔط 
silencing mouths (people) 
- Reference to anti-democratic actions: 
سشط٤غُح ٝ رحٞلظع٫ح ٢ك شزؿس they have a desire to control and take over 
 سذفأ(ظ٤ثشُح) ٙدشلٔر ١سٞظعذُح ٕ٬ػ٩ح the president issued the constitutional declaration alone 
ٖ٤مسخؼُٔح ءخقها 
excluding the opposition 
ءحس٦ُ سسدخقُٔح 
confiscating opinions 
ش٤زؼظُح ٝ ١أشُح ش٣شك ٠ِػ ٕحٝذػ 
aggression on freedom of opinion and expression 
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On the other hand, in Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala newspaper, generally positive actions have 
been attributed to the MB as can be seen in:  
- References that indicate MB reaching Egypt rule: 
  ٌْلُح ٠ُا ٢ٓ٬ع٩ح سخ٤ظُح ٍٞفٝ 
the Islamists rose to power 
(ظ٤ثشُح)١شٌغؼُح ظِـُٔح ٖٓ ش٤ؼ٣شؾظُح شطِغُح ٠ِػ رٞلظعح 
(The president) took over the legislation authority from the military council 
- References that indicate that Mursi is working for the interest of the country 
َنك٧ح ٠ُا شقٔر ٍخوظٗ٫ح ٠ِػ ْٔقٓٝ ٚطش٤غٓ ٢ك كخٓ ،ن٣ٞؼط ص٫ٝخلٓ ًَ لكش٣ ٝ ّٝخو٤ع(شٔ٤ظؼُح يطسٞػ)  
Going in his way and insisting to transfer Egypt to a better state, will refuse and resist all 
attempts to hinder the great revolution  
 ٝ خ٘طدحسا ٍ٬وظعح ن٤ولط ٠ُا  ٠ؼغ٣حخٗسحشه سدخؼظع  
The Egyptian president works for achieving the independence of our will and restoring our 
decision. 
(Mursi) protector of the revolution   (٢عشٓ)سسٞؼُخ٤ٓخك  
- Reference to the MB suffering (victimization) 
(٢عشٓ)ْٜٔظؼٓ ٚ٘ٓ ٕخؼ٣ ُْ خٓ ِْظُحٝ دحذزظع٫ح ٖٓ ٠ٗخػ(شمسخؼُٔح( 
(Mursi) suffered from injustice and autocracy what most of them (opposition) didnot suffer from 
َؿشُح َٔلط(٢عشٓ) ذقُ٘ٔخر صخك ٝ صخرخخظٗ٫ح صشٓ ٠ظك َٔظل٣٫ خٓ ٙٞزلٓٝ  
(Mursi)and his followers bear what is unbearable till the elections passed and he won the 
position. 
Al-Wattanused labels that generally conveya negative meaning on their own, as they 
connotatively convey disparaging, insulting meanings, without any other attributive 
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qualification, identifying the MB linguistically by naming them derogatorily, debasingly or 
vituperatively (as in  صخ٤ؾِ٤ٓ , ش٤ـٌزل٘ٓ,ٕخ٤زف). Some of the referential strategies used in both 
newspapers can generally be considered to be specific forms of predicational strategies, because 
they very often involved a denotatively as well as connotatively labeling of the social actors. 
2. Predication Strategies 
Predication strategies are concerned with the characteristics, qualities and features 
attributed to social actors, objects, phenomena/events and processes related to MB in the data. 
The following are some of the most salient qualities attributed to the MB in the data from Al-
Wattan newspaper: 
- Failure and Incapability 
َؾلُحٝ صخٓص٧ح ٖٓ ذ٣ضُٔح ٠ُا ٟٞع خ٘ر ٢نل٣ ُٖٝ عسحٌُٞح ٖٓ ذ٣ضُٔح ٟٞع خ٘٤ِػ ذِـ٣ ُٖ ٚؼهٞٓ ٢ك ٢عشٓ سحشٔظعح .
The continuation of Mursi in his position will bring us nothing but more disasters and will not 
lead us to anything but to more crises and failure 
The claim, though might be justified by the current situation of Egypt and the bad 
economy under president Mursi‘s rule, is not following logic and is exaggerated. The writer 
made this as a general claim against Mursi himself not against his policies. A more logical, less 
biased claim would be ‗if Mursi continues with his present policies, we will have more crises‘. 
عخمٝ٧ح سٞٛذط ٖػ ٕحٞخ٩ح ش٤ُٞجغٓ 
MB‘s responsibility for the deterioration of the situation in Egypt. 
The president is seen as incapable and his actions are portrayed as not decisive. Even his 
call for a dialogue with opposition is described as hindering and blocking a democratic dialogue 
with other parties, e.g. 
 ش٤عخع٧ح ٚٓخٜٔر ّخ٤وُح ٢ك ظ٤ثشُح مخلخا
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failure of the president in performing his basic responsibilities. 
زخأط٬ك٩ح قزؽ ٠ُا ِٚٔعأ ٝ ٕخ٤قؼُح خلؽ ٠ُا ذؼؾُح 
he led his people to rebellion and bankruptcy 
شـظلُٔح صخجلُح غٓ َفحٞظُح ٖػ ضـػ 
failed to communicate with opposing parties 
No economic vision                      ش٣دخقظهح ش٣إس ٫ 
With MB no place for science or competenceٕحٞخ٩ح غٓ سءخلٌُحٝ ِْؼُِ دٞؿٝ ٫ 
failure of Mursi\the MB                                                                  ٢عشِٔؾك/ٕحٞخ٩ح  
- The failure of MB media 
 خلمحٝ ٬ؾك ضووك ش٤ٓ٬ع٩ح صحٞ٘وُح ٝ قلقُخر فشؼ٣ خٓ
 قـ٘ط ُْٝأ ٢ظُح سذ٤كُٞح ش٣سخزخ٩ح سخ٘وُح خن٣أسسٞؼُح ذؼر ٕحٞخ٩ح خٜوِه 
- They are a Threat: 
Egypt needs who rescues it from MBٕحٞخ٩ح ٖٓ خٛزو٘٣ ٖٓ ٠ُا ؽخظلط شقٓ 
- Well-organized: 
خٔ٤ظ٘ط َنكأThey are well-organized 
ْٛش٤ٛخٔؿ ٠ِػ سشط٤غُِ شُٞوؼٓ سسذهhave the ability to control their followers- Secrecy 
ش٣شع فحذٛأ ُٚ ْ٤ظ٘ط 
an organization with secret goals 
َ٣ٞطُح ١شغُح َٔؼُح(شػخٔـُِ) 
- Backwardness    
قِخُخىُبخ٣سخظُحشِـػسدخػا 
Turn the wheel of history backwards 
- Obedience to leadership 
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شػخطُحٞؼٔغُح 
listening and obeying 
- Resembling the old regime: 
أسخٌك(ٕحٞخ٩ح)دحذزظع٫ح سٞقػ ٠ُح ٢ٔظ٘ط  
the MB‘s ideas belong to the eras of autocracy  
- They are divine (sarcastic) 
شٓٞقؼٓ ٌُٖٝ سشُٔح ٙزٛ سسٞظلٓ ضغ٤ُ 
not banned this time but infallible  
- Threat to media and democracy: 
ّ٬ػ٩ح ٚٓذو٣ خٓ ْظؼُٔ دخؼٓ خ٤خ٣سخط ٢عخ٤غُح ّ٬ع٩ح دخطخ 
The discourse of the political Islam is historically against media 
شغزظِٓٝ سذوؼٓ ّ٬ػ٩حٝ ٕحٞخ٩ح ٖ٤ر شه٬ؼُح 
The relationship between the MB and media is confused and complicated 
شِقر ش٤كحشظكح شٜ٘ٓ ٝأ ِْؼً ّ٬ػ٪ُ ضٔ٣ ٫ ٢ٓ٬ع٩ح ّ٬ػ٩ح ،٢ر كٞكشٓ ض٤٤ٔظُ ظعئ٣بٗ ّ٬ػاٝ ٢ٓ٬عآ ش٤ؿ شخا٢ٓ٬ع 
In Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala, a number of predications that carry positive evaluations have been 
used to describe the MB, MB members, and president Mursi,e.g. 
- Piety 
شوُخطخ٣آ غٔغ٣ خٓذ٘ػ ٢ٌز٣ ١زُح َؿشُح ٢عشٓآْ٣شٌُح ٕ 
Mursi, the man who cries when he listens to the Quran 
his eyes shed tears out of fear of the responsibility on his shoulder 
ٝص ٚوطخػ ٠ِػ سخؤُِح ش٤ُٝئغُٔح ٖٓ شزٛسٝ ش٤ؾخ عٞٓذُح ٙخ٘٤ػ فسر
the group in which he was raised and which taught him good morals 
 ْ٣ٞوُح نِخُح ٚظِٔػٝ خٜ٤ك ٠رشط ٢ظُح شػخٔـُح
- Success 
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شلؿخٗشٌٓٞك 
a successful government 
- Their past glories 
ٖ٤طغِك دشك ٢ك ٖ٤ػٞطظٓ 
volunteers in Palestine war 
- Not fearing/loved by people 
 وعٝ ٢ؾٔ٣أ فخخ٣ ٫ٝ ِٚٛ
(Mursi) he walks among his people not afraid 
 وعٝ ٢ؾٔ٣ شقٓ ٢ك خغ٤ثس سشٓ ٍٝ٧أفخخ٣ ٫ٝ ِٚٛ  
For the first time a president in Egypt walks among his people not afraid 
-Loved by the Egyptians: 
ذؼؾُح ٖٓ ٖ٤رٞزلُٔح ٖ٤غ٤ثشُح(اذ٤ـٗٝ ٢عشٓ ٠ُا سسخؽ)  
The two presidents loved by the people (i.e. Mursi and Nagib) 
 
- MB and Mursihave good morals 
قٓخغظُحٝ ٕحٞخ٩ح ذٗخؿ ٖٓ شهشلُٔح شز٤طُح 
excessive kindness and tolerance on the part of  the MB 
٢عخ٤غُح ذٜؾُٔح غٓ ظ٤ثشُح ٝ ٕحٞخ٩ح خٜٔر َٓخؼط ٕحزُِح ش٤ُ٘ح ٖغك ٝ ش٤ُخؼُٔح 
The idealism and good intentions of the MB and the president in dealing with the political scene 
(٢عشٓ)َ٤ف٧ح ذِزُح ٖرح ش٣ٞلػ ٝ شهخغزر  
)Mursi) the simplicity and spontaneousness of a real Egyptian 
زٛ شٜؿحٞٓ ّذػ ٠ِؼ٤ٔعشُح ّخظُ٘ح ِْكٝ شزفٙ شرخقؼُح . 
The patience and endurance of the official regime not confronting this gang 
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The failure of the regime in confronting riots is described as endurance and patience. 
The following table shows a number of positive and negative qualities that appeared in 
the data and some neutral qualities that were used as negative. 
Table 4.1: Qualities attributed to the MB in the data 
Positive Negative Neutral/ negative 
Patience  Threat Well-organization 
Endurance  Backwardness Control  
Idealism  Secrecy Resembling the old regime 
Spontaneousness Failure  Obedience to leadership 
Simplicity Incapability Divinity 
Piety Fear   
Having good morals   
Having  past glories   
Success   
Loved and chosen by the people   
No fear   
 
Looking at this table, a number of predications have been used by Al-Wattan that are on 
the surface seem neutral but, by looking at the context,one can see that they carry very negative 
evaluations. For example,obedience to leadership might seem as a good attribution but in this 
context, it refers to someone who listens without working his or her mind and blindly obeys 
leaders.  
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Analysis of the nomination and predication strategies showed that the MB group,the MB 
members and Mursi are the most prominent social actors discursively constructed in the data of 
Al-Wattanand the most salient predications relating to these actors are secrecy, untruthfulness, 
incapability, and well-organization,which shows that Al-Wattanconstructed the image of the MB 
by means of mostly negative predications.Thiswas also highlighted by reference to their actions 
such as violence, threatening, attacking, failing to do,and plotting. 
Both newspapers have linguistically describedtheMB group, the MB party, and MB 
members including presidentMursiwith a number of predications.Thesepredicationshave usually 
been stereotypical, evaluative attributions of negative and positive traits (implicit or explicit 
predicates). 
 These strategies work with the nomination strategies in labelingthese social actors 
positively or negatively.Both nomination and predication strategies are linked to and form the 
basis for the argumentation schemes. 
3. Argumentation strategies 
In the context of this study, this term refers to arguments employed in the discourse about 
the MB, i.e. in making claims for or against theMB.As mentioned in chapter two, argumentation 
schemes are reasonable or fallacious. When the claim is supported by a logical argument, it is 
called a topos (pl. topoi), and when the argumentation is illogical, it is referred to as a fallacy.  
In the data from Al-Wattan,a number of claims were made against the MB.The following 
are the most salient ones.  
- Responsibility for Polarization: 
The MB are accused of being responsible for polarization and for dividing the country, e.g. 
ٖهُٞخٔ٤غوط 
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dividing the nation 
دخطوظعح 
polarizing 
دخطوظع٫حٝ صخػحشقُح ؾ٤ؿؤطٝ ظ٤ثشُح 
thepresident .. enticing conflicts and polarization 
سحشوظع٫ح ّذػ ذزع 
the reason behind instability 
- Topos of using religion 
ٖ٣د سخـط 
traders of religion  
ش٤٘٣د صحسخؼؾر طخُ٘ح ش٣ذخط 
‗Anaesthetizing‘ people using religious slogans  
ْٜ٘٣د ٢لٜٔٓخٜطح ٍ٬خ ٖٓ ٖ٤مسخؼُِٔ ١ٞ٘ؼُٔح ٍخ٤ظؿ٫ح 
moral assassination of opposition by questioning their faith 
This goes in line with another recurrent claim, that is, they consider that whoever against them is 
against religion and should be cast away from Egypt 
ٍٞه ٠ِػ ش٤٘٣د ٕخؼٓ ءخلمبر شن٣شؼُح ش٤ٛخٔـُح ٢ػٝ ق٤٣ضط ٢ك ٖ٤ِٔغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩ح شػخٔؿ ضلـٗ"ْؼٗ" ٠ِػ٫ٝأ صخرخخظٗ٬ُ
أ طخعأ ش٘ـُح ِٕٞخذ٤ع ء٫ئٛ ٕاالله ءخؽ ٕ! 
The MB succeeded in forging mass peoples‘ awareness by casting religious meanings on the 
vote ‗yes‘ for elections first, on the basis that those who say ‗yes‘ will go to paradise,God 
welling! 
 صخرخخظٗ٫ح شظلُ صءخؿ ٖ٤كأ خٜ٤ِػ حٞوِه"ن٣دخ٘قُح سٝضؿ "دخٜؿ ٖ٤ِٔغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩ح ٢لؽشٓ سخ٤ظخ٫ دخؾظك٫ح ٕخًٝح ٢ك 
الله َ٤زع 
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When the moment of elections came, they called it ―the battle of boxes‖ (an allusion to old 
names of Islamic battles) and the mobilization of people for selecting the MB candidates was 
considered jihad for the sake of God. 
However, this reference is not correct, as this name was given by one of the Salafis and not the 
MB. 
ٝ خٜلُخقٓ ش٣شٔط َؿأ ٖٓ ٚلظٞطسحدأ دشـٓ ٖ٣ذُحأشل٤٘ػٝ سدخك سسٞقر يُر ِٕٞؼل٣ خٓ خزُخؿٝ خٜمحشؿ 
Religion is just a tool, the group uses for its interests and purposes and they usually do this in an 
acute and violent manner 
- Topos of ikhwanizing the state 
ٖ٤ٌٔظُح 
to get control over 
ٌْلُح قطخ 
snatching the authority 
شُٝذُح شٗٞخأ 
ikhwanizing the state 
٠مٞلُحٝ شُٝذُح صخغعئٓ ي٤ٌلط شُٝخلٓ 
dismantling the state‘s institutions and causing chaos  
destroying state institutionsشُٝذُح صخغعئٓ ّذٛ(in order to  reformulate state bodies based on MB 
ideologies). 
They work for the interest of the group and not the interest of the country  ٫ شػخٔـُح قُخف
شُٝذُخلُخفand aim atprivatizing the revolution for the interest of a party or a group  سسٞؼُح شقخقخ
شػخٔؿ ٝؤرضك قُخقُ as well as giving complete control for a particular faction over the state 
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jointsشُٝذُح َفخلٓ ٖٓ ٚ٘٤ؼزِ٤قك ٖ٤ٌٔط.One of Al-Wattan writers gave justification to this claim, saying 
that the process of ikhwanizing the state has already begun and two decisions reveal this  صأذر
  ش٤ِٔػإٔحسحشوٌُر ٖػ قؾًٝ شُٝذُح شٗٞخ . First,the reformulation of the higher council of press, 
appointing members of the MB that have no relation ‗experience‘ to press or media  سدخػا ٍٝ٧ح
شكخلقُِ ٠ِػ٧ح ظِـُٔح َ٤ٌؾط ، ٖٓ ّ٬ػ٩خر ٫ٝ شكخلقُخر ٫ ُْٜ شه٬ػ ٫ ؿخخؽأ ٚ٤ك ٖ٤ػأشػخٔـُح ءخنػ . Second, 
the reformulation of the national council for human rights,appointing a number of MB members 
who have no history in defending human rights ٢ٗخؼُح:ا  ٚ٤ك غكد ١زُح ٕخغٗ٩ح مٞولُ ٢ٓٞوُح ظِـُٔح َ٤ٌؾط سدخػ
د ٖٓ دذػإٔخغٗ٩ح مٞوك ٖػ عخكذُح ٢ك كخٓ ُْٜ ظ٤ُ ٖٔٓ شػخٔـُح ءخنػ . 
Another writer warned against the danger of ikhwanizing the state saying that 
أ صذظٓح حرا شُٝذُح شٗٞخعش٣شقُٔح ش٤ٗذُٔح شُٝذُح ذ٤ُخوط ذم خخسخف خٗحٝذػ ذؼ٣ يُر ٕبك ش٤غ٤ثشُح صخغعئُٔح ٠ُ ، ٙخـط٫ح حزٛ ٕا
ش٣شقُٔح  شُٝذُح شؼ٤زه ش٤٤ـط ٠ُا ١دئ٣ ،شعسخٔٓ ٝ ش٣شظٗ ش٤هحشهٞٔ٣ذُِ دخنٓ ٞٛٝ. 
this process will lead to a change in the nature of Egypt, the state and it sets against democracy 
both as a theory and in practice. 
- Islamizing the society 
Another claim that was made in relation to the MB is that they mix religion and politics and 
attempt to Islamize the Egyptian society, e.g. 
شعخ٤غُخر ٖ٣ذُح وِخ  
mixing religion and politics 
َلُ٘ٔح ذؼؾُح ظِـٓ خٜؾهخٗ شزثخخ ٖ٤ٗحٞه غ٣سخؾٓ ٍ٬خ ٖٓ غٔظـُٔح شِٔعأ شِكشٓ صأذر 
The phase of Islamizing the society began by failing laws that were discussed by the dissolved 
Peoples‘ Assembly. 
 ٠ِػ شػخٔـُح ضفشكأش٤ُحشز٤ُِح شٜـُح َزه ٖٓ شمٞكشُٔح ش٤٘٣ذُح خٜطخٜؿٞظر ؽٞزقٓ سٞظعد غمٝ ٠ِػ ٖٔ٤ٜط ٕ. 
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The group was keen to put a constitution that is colored by their religious ideas that are refused 
by the liberal side. 
- Silencing/attacking media 
Another claim that is made against the MB is that they try to silence media using their 
security power (e.g. a number of media reporters and TV program presenters have been accused 
of crimes such as Religion blasphemy and president humiliation such as Mahmoud Saad and 
Basem Youssef), as in  
 ش٣شلُح دضكٝ ٖ٤ِٔغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩ح شػخٔؿ صٞٓس لؼرٝ شُٝذُح صخطِع ذٗخؿ ٖٓ شعشؽ صخٔـُٜ ١شقُٔح ّ٬ػ٩ح كشؼظ٣
شُحذؼُحٝ 
Egyptian media is subject to a fierce attack from the state authority,some of the MB figures and 
Freedom and Justice Party. 
Silencing media by using the power of law ْ٤ٌٔطأّ٬ػ٩ح ٙحٞك٧ ٢٘ٓ  
Aggression against freedom of media ّ ٬ػ٩ح ش٣شك ٠ِػ ٕحٝذػ 
The MB are portrayed as being in fear of media, but at the same time this doesnot stop 
them from trying to control it and use it for their own interest. But their trial is difficult and will 
fail because it ignores the other and doesnot respect variation in media and, more importantly, 
does not understand the technology of communication and the new media. 
They are using practices that imprison the freedom of media such as 
ٖ٤ُحٞٓ ش٣شلط ءخعإس ٖ٤٤ؼط 
appointing editors in chief that are pro-MB 
اش٤ٗٞ٣ضل٤ِط سخ٘ه م٬ؿ 
closing a TV channel 
ظزلُِ ْٜمشؼط ْٜط ٢كءخنوُِ ٖ٤٤للف َ٣ٞلط 
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Suing reporters and refer them to judiciary in accusations that subject them to imprisonment. 
شفخخُح صحٞ٘وُح ٠ِػ شورخع شرخهس كشك ٢ك ش٤ٌلظُح 
consider imposing prior monitoring on private channels. 
But they will not succeed, one of Al-Wattan writers claimed, because the private 
channels can work from outside Egypt and reporters and bloggers can work through the internet. 
- The MB, not Mursi, rule Egypt 
A claim is made that Mursi is not the real president but just a figurehead, and that the MB 
leadership is the real ruler of the state through Mursi and for the interest of the group, e.g. 
 يُزً ْػصأأ ٚطخٔ٤ِؼط رخلٗا ٠ِػ ؿشل٣ٞٓخؼُح ذؽشُٔح شفخخٜطحدخ٤ه ّشظل٣ ٕخً َؿشُح ٕ
I would also claim that the man (Mursi)used to respect his leaders,especially Al-Morshid, and is 
so keen to carry out his instructions. 
His Morshid rulesٙذؽشٓ ٌْك 
شػخٔـُح ٖػٝ دخؽس٩ح ذظٌٓ ٖػ يل٘٣ ُٖٝ ٫ 
He (Mursi) will never separate from the group or Irshad office 
- The relationship between Mursi and the group is questioned 
٢ر شه٬ؼُح شو٤وك خٕٖٓ٤ِٔغُٔح ٕحٞخ٩ح شػخٔؿٝ ش٣سٜٞٔـُح ظ٤ثس ذ٤غُح  ؟ 
What is real relationship between the president and the MB group? 
Also, some writers claim that there is no difference between presidency, MB and Al-
HurryyawaAladala and a separation between ―presidency‖ and the group is called for and the 
danger of this mix is highlighted. 
- Acting as the old regime 
The MB rule is compared to Mubarak‘s regime with all its negatives, they act as the old 
regime نرخغُح ّخظُ٘ح ؾٜٗ ظلٗ, they will leave the rule just as Mubarak ىسخزٓ شو٣شه ظل٘ر ٌْلُح ًٕٞشظ٤ع, 
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and they conspire with international powers ش٤ُٔخؼُح ش٘ٔ٤ُٜح ٟٞه غٓ ئهحٞطjust as Mubarak did, and 
havea deal with Zionists and Americans to take over authority  ء٬٤ظع٬ُ ٕخٌ٣شٓ٧حٝ ش٘٣خٜقُح غٓ شولف
شطِغُخىِػ.Their attack on media is seen as aggression against freedom of opinion and expression 
and a reproduction of the old regime 
(ّ٬ػ٩ح ٠ِػ ّٞـُٜح) سدخػاٝش٤زؼظُحٝ ١أشُح ش٣شك ٠ِػ خٗحٝذػ ذؼ٣ا ؽخظٍْٗ٣ذوُح ّخظُ٘ 
- Topos of untruthfulness 
ش٤ه٬خ٧ح ظ٤ثشُح ش٤ػشؽ سخ٤ٜٗح 
Collapse of the president‘s moral legitimacy 
ٙدٞػٞر ٚٓحضظُح ّذػ 
Not keeping his promises 
دٞػٝ ظلُ 
(Mursi) licks his promises  
―licking promises|‖ shows a use of metaphoric language to intensify the meaning (in Egyptian 
Colloquial Arabic).  
ٚطخل٣شقط ٝ ٚلهحٞٓ ٖػ ٚؼؿحشط 
not keeping his word, changing his stands and declarations 
 
- Has an agenda: 
Another claim that was made by Al-Wattan writers against MB is that they have an 
agenda. The term agenda is used in this context with its negative connotation, e.g. 
mined and secret agendaشٓٞـُِٔحٝ شٔثخـُح ْٜطذ٘ؿأ ز٤ل٘ط 
- Topos of contradicting oneself 
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The MB members are described as inconsistent. They used to attack injustice of the old 
regime and at the same time they accept injustice of their regime.One of Al-Wattan writers made a 
claim that if MB are to remember how they struggled during Mubarak time to ensure fair elections, if they 
apply these measures now we will surely have fair elections (an indication that they donot do that 
now).The writer then poses a question to readers, how can the MB who suffered from Mubarak injustice 
now repeat what Mubarak was doing in elections? 
 ىسخزٓ ّخظٗ ٖٓ حٞٗخػ ٕحٞخ٩ح ...ٌْٝلُِ ُْٜٞفٝ ذؼر ىسخزٓ ِٚؼك خٓ ٕٝسشٌ٣ ٕ٥ح ْٛ 
MB suffered from Mubarak regime … and now they act as Mubarak 
شعسخُٔٔح ش٤ؿسخؼؾُح خٔثحد ... ٕٞٔنُٔحٝ ٌَؾُح ٖ٤ر لهخ٘ظُح ...  خٓ ٞٛ َؼلُحٝ ٍٞوُح ٖ٤رأش٤ػشؾُحٝ ش٤ػٝشؾُٔخٔٛذوكٝ  ْٛذوكأ
خٓخٔط ش٤هحذقُٔح 
always their practices do not reflect their slogans … contradiction between the form and the 
content, between what they say and what they do, this is what made them lose legitimacy and 
legality, and made them totally lose credibility. 
- Toposof fear of accountability 
 The president is shown as afraid of the accountability of his presidency period and this 
made him pre-set the dialogue agenda. The president is afraid to open the door for questions 
about evaluations of his actions as a president since Jun 30
th
 and to talk about measures taken to 
insure fair elections. 
 دخزُح ٚغلٗ ٠ِػ قظل٣ ٕأ ٖٓ فخخ
Mursi was aafraid to open the door   
ش٤رخخظٗ٫ح شثحٝذُح شُؤغٓ قظك ٠ُا يُر ١دئ٣ ٕأ ٖٓ فخخ 
He feared that this might lead to open the issue of election constituencies 
- Working for the interest of the group 
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A claim is made that Mursi is working for the interest of the group, he appoints members 
of the MB who have no qualifications as officials. 
 ذـ٣أش٤قخؾُح غكخُ٘ٔحٝ ش٤ِثخؼُح صخه٬ؼُحٝ ش٣شثخؾؼُح ٖػ حذ٤ؼر ٖ٤ُئغُٔح ءخوظٗح ْظ٣ ٕ 
Officials must be selected away from family and clan relationships and personal interests. 
أشٓ٧ح صخ٤ُئغٓ ٠ُا سشع٧ح صخزؿحٝ ٖٓٝ  شُٝذُح شرخكس ٠ُا شػخٔـُح ش٤زقػ ٖٓ حٞؿشخ٣ ٕ 
The MB should come out of the fanaticism of the group to the vastness of the state, and of family 
duties tothe responsibilities of the nation. 
- Not accepting the other 
 ذر٫أٚ٤ِػ ْٛخٓ ٠ِػ طخُ٘ح دخؼ٤ظعحٝ شخ٥ح ٍٞزه حِٞٔؼظ٣ ٝ ٕحٞخ٩ح ٠رشظ٤ٗ 
The MB must be raised and learn to accept the other and accept people as they are. 
 ُٚ ٢ـز٘٣ ٫ٝ دٞؿٞٓ ش٤ؿ شخ٥خكأذؿٞ٣ ٕ! 
The other doesn‘t exist, and must not exist! 
- They think themselves divine: 
 ٕحٞخ٩ح ٠ِػأ حًٞسذ٣ ٕأ طخُ٘ح ء٢طخ٣ خًٔ ٕٞجطخ٣ شؾر ْٜٗ
The MB have to realize that they are humans who make mistakes as other people do 
زٛ سسٞظلٓ ضغ٤ُٙشٓٞقؼٓ ٌُٖٝ سشُٔح  
Not‗banned‖ this time, but ―sinless‖ may never err 
 ُْٜٔحأ شػخٔـُح ش٤عذه ذًخظط ٕ"شٓٞقؼُٔح"ش٣شقُٔح شكخلقُح ٢ك ٕ٥ح! 
What is important is that the divinity of the ―sinless‖ group is confirmed in the Egyptian press. 
Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala,on the other hand, used some counter arguments based on a set 
of topoi and fallacies. 
- Scapegoating strategy 
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This is a strategy used by Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala through claiming responsibility on a 
second party which could eventually be used to legitimize and explain political mistakes of the 
president.For instance, a fallacious claim is made that the ―National Salvation Front‖ is not 
taking its responsibility for protecting TahrirSquare from drug addicts and smugglers who invade 
the square. This claim is ruled out simply because the protection and security of the square is 
mainly the responsibility of the government. In so doing, the writer uses the strategy of 
scapegoating to blame the mistakes of the government on the opposition, e.g. 
ش٣خٔك ٠ِػ خٛٝذ٣ئٓ ؿشل٣ ٫(ٕحذ٤ُٔح)؟ 
They are not keen to protectTahrirSquare 
؟ٚ٤ِظلٓ َزه ٖٓ ٕحذ٤ُٔح غ٣ِٞظُ شٗحداٝ ذـؽ صخٗخ٤رحٝسذق٣ ُْ 
They did not renounce or condemn the act of polluting the square by its occupiers. 
- Attacked by media: 
A claim is made that Egyptian satellite channels especially in their talk shows are anti-
Mursi regime and pro-Mubarak‘s regime. They are aiming at destroying the Egyptian people‘s 
life. They make up crises and they are responsible for distorting Egypt‘s image, distorting the 
revolution and increasing troubles. 
 خٜٗؤًذثخزُح ّخظُ٘ح سدٞػ ٠ُا ٞػذط 
(as if) they are calling for the return of the old regime           
ذؼؾُح ءحسآر ْظٜط ٫ 
They donot care about peoples‘ opinion 
(صخ٤ثخنلُح)  دشخط ٝ ٙٞؾط
satellite channels distort and destroy 
 خٗشقٓ ضٛٞؽ
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satellite channels distorted our Egypt 
ش٤هحشهٞٔ٣ذُح خ٘ظعسخٔٓ ضٛٞؽ 
satellite channels distorted our democratic practices 
صخٓص٧ح غ٘قط 
theymake up crises  
 شِٔكا ٢ػشؾُح ّخظُ٘ح ٠ِػ ش٤زؼؽ سسٞؼُ كشلط شٔخم ش٤ٓ٬ػ 
A huge media campaign that calls for a revolution against the legitimate regime  
ظ٤ثشُحٝ ٕحٞخ٪ُ شقٓ  ٢ك خ٤ُخك دٞق٘ٔ٤ٓ٬ػا ىش٤ع 
a media circus made now in Egypt for the MB and the president 
 ش٤ٗخط٤ؾُح ٍٞوؼُحٝ ذ٤ػ٫٧حٝ َ٤لُحٝ رٞلُ٘حٝ سٞطغُح ٖٓ ٚ٣ذُ ٢ٗٞ٤ٜقُح ٢ٓ٬ػ٩ح ىش٤غُح 
The Zionist media circus has power and authority, tricks and games, and devilish minds. 
ٚرضكٝ ٚظػخٔؿ ٠ِػ ضًشُٔح ٢ٓ٬ػ٩ح ققوُح دحص 
The media assaults against his (Mursi) group and party have increased 
 
- Blaming Mubarak‘s regime 
This is also considered part of the scapegoat strategy used by Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala 
writers to legitimizethe MB and their actions.Egypt is described as a place full of corruption 
caused by the old regime, which makes it hard for anyone – not just the MB and the president – 
to fix, e.g. 
 ٚكحشػأٝ ٚٔ٤ه ّذٜ٣ٝ غٔظـُٔح ْظػ ٢كشخ٘٣ حدٞؿٞٓ َظ ّخظٗ ذوػشزؼف فٝشظ ٢ك حِٞٔؼ٤ُ ٚظغعئٓٝ ٢عشٓ ظ٤ثشُح ءخؿ
ّخػ ٖ٤ظع شزػ 
The president and his institution came to work in difficult conditions, after a regime that 
destroyed the society, its values and its traditions during 60years 
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 ذ٤رإٔذزُح خ٣٬خ ٢ك ٕخهشغُح سخؾظٗح شُٝذُح صخغعئٓ ٢ك حشؾظ٘ٓ ٍحض٣٫ ذعخلُح ّخظُ٘ح حزٛ ٕ ، َٓخؼظُحٝ ٚظـُخؼٓ ذؼقط غ٤لر
ٚؼٓ 
This corrupt regime is still spread in the country institutions as cancer inbody cells, in a way that 
makes it hard to cure or deal with. 
 ش٤ُئغٓشعخثشُح شغعئٓ َٔلطشمسخؼُٔحأ ١آش٤زِع سخػ ... خٓخػ ٖ٤ظع دحذزظعح ٝ دخغك دخقك ٢ٛٝ. 
The opposition puts responsibility upon the presidency for any problems … while these are the 
harvest of 60years of corruption and autocracy 
- Criticizing high expectations of the Egyptians  
 شِ٤ُ ٝ ّٞ٣ ٢ك سٞقه ٠ُا سٞزه ٢ً٘خعٝ ق٤لقُح دضػ ٖٓ ذِزُح ٍٞلظط ٕأذ٣ش٣ لؼزُح
Some people want the country to change from slums into a paradise overnight. 
ٍخ٤ٓ٧ح صخجٓ نلُح ف٬ف٩ح ٖ٤رٝ خ٘٘٤ر ٕا 
To reach the real reformation we need to cross hundreds of miles. 
- Mursi and the MB represent the revolution/Attacked by Revolution enemies: 
The president is portrayed as representing the revolution and attacked by its enemies, e.g. 
(سسٞؼُح ءحذػأ)ظ٤ثشُح ٠ُا سشؽخزٓ ْٜٓخٜع ذ٣ٞقط ٢كحٝءذر 
Revolution enemies directly attack the president 
(سسٞؼُح ءحذػأ)ٖ٤٤ٓ٬ع٩ح ٠ِػ ْٜٗٞزُئ٣ ٝ طخُ٘ح ٕٝش٤ؼ٣ 
Revolution enemies arouse and entice people against Islamists 
Also, the claim that revolution enemies try to prevent president Mursi from achieving the 
revolution aspirationscould be used as a justification for his failure. Enemies of the 
revolutionuse ذ٤ُخع٧ح شوكأ‗dirty means‘, violence and sabotage to stop the wheel of 
production.The claim of wheel of production is fallacious because it can simply be ruled out by 
statistics showing that the Egyptian economy is going back not that the wheel of production is 
running. 
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شلِغُٔح صحٞوُحٝ ظ٤ثشُح ٖ٤ر شؼ٤هُٞح ُٕٞٝخل٣ سسٞؼُح ءحذػأ 
Enemies of the revolution try to spoil the relationship between the president and the armed forces 
Another fallacious claim that one of the writers makes is that street children, smugglers, 
drug addicts are threatening Mursi. This claim is not justified, because if street children have 
power to threatenMursi, then he must be in a position weaker than that of thoseunfortunate kids. 
عُ٘ح شز٤ٛ شغٌُ شُٝخلٓ ٢ك ش٤زِؿ٧ح دضكٝ ٕحٞخ٩ح سخوٓ ٝ شُٝذُح صخغعئٓٝ شهشؾُح ضًحشٓ ٖٓ دذػ ٠ِػ ّٞـُٜححّ 
attacking a number of police stations, headquarters of the MB and the majority partyin an 
attempt to break the regime awe.  
- Attacked by old regime members/supporters 
شقٓ٢ؼط ػش٤ٓ٬ػ٩حٝ ش٤ثخنوُح ّخظُ٘ح خ٣خور ٢ػحسر غٓ طٝشم دشك ٢ك٬٤وػ ٬٤ُ  
In a fierce war with old regime remains, i.e. media and judicial systems 
Media is portrayed as having a secret plan to turn down Mursi and the regime, as in  
 شُٝخلٓاّخظُ٘ح هخوع 
attempt to turn down the regime  
ظ٤ثشُح ش٤ػشؽ ٢ك ي٤ٌؾط 
put doubts around legitimacy of the president 
د ْظٜط ٫آٚرخخظٗح ن٣دخ٘ف ٫ٜٞظ٤هحشهٞٔ٣د ٫ٞزؼؾُح ءحس 
Not caring for people‘s opinion, people‘s democracy or their polls 
- Attacks from outside 
The president is even threatened by America and Israel, e.g. 
ٕا شٌغؼٓ أؽسخخُح ءحذػ(اٝ َ٤ثحشعأخرٝسٝأٝ خٌ٣شٓ)ٝ ض٤ًشطٝ ءٝذٛ ٢ك َٔؼ٣ ذ٣ذـُح ١شقُٔح ّخظُ٘ح ىشظ٣ ُٖا قهٞظ٣ ُٖ ٚٗ
شقٓ كخٜٗا دٜٞؿ هخزك٩ ٖثخٌُٔحٝ مخخلُحٝ َ٤هحشؼُح غمٝ ٖػ 
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The camp of external enemies (Israel, America and Europe) will not leave the new Egyptian 
regime work quietly and concentrate and will not stop putting hinders and traps to abort the 
efforts made for Egypt renaissance . 
- Attacked by opposition 
شهٞزغٓ ش٤ؿ صحءحزر ٠ُا ٚٓٞقخ ّٞـٛ ٍٞلط 
Attacks from his opponents turned into unprecedented rudeness   
 ذك ٠ُا شٓ٧ح َفٝٝ ْٛسخوٓٝ ٕحٞخ٩ح ؿخخؽأ فحذٜظع٫ حٞزطشك ٕٞٓشـُٔح ٟدخٔطٝح ٖٓ صخ٤قخؽ فخطظخأ ش٣شلُح ءخنػ
شُحذؼُحٝ 
They even arranged for targeting the MB members and their headquarters, to the extent that they 
kidnapped some figures from Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala. 
- Religious appeal 
Another strategy used by Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adalato sketch a positive image of the MB 
and their memberpresident Mursi is through addressing ―similar conceptions and perceptual 
schemata, […] similar emotional dispositions and […] similar behavioral conventions‖ (Wodak 
et al. 1999: 4).In so doing they speak to the emotions of the majority of Egyptians, as in  
ٖٓئُٔحٖٝ٤غكخ٘ظٓ ٝأ ءحذػأ حٞغ٤ُٝ سٞخا ٕ 
Believers are brothers and not enemies or rivals 
شُٝدٝ سذ٤وػٝ سشٌلً ّ٬ع٩خر ـرشظُح 
conspiracy against Islam as an idea, creed, and state 
خ٘ظِٔػ ش٤ٓ٬ع٩ح سشٌلُح 
the Islamic idea taught us 
 َؼؿ(خ٘زُح)ِْغُٔح دشلُح ٢ك خٜوولط ٠ِػ َٔؼ٣ ٢ظُح شؾؼُح صخلقُح ٖٓ نِخُح شٗخظٓ .
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Al-Banna made good morals one of the ten qualities that have to be realized in any Muslim 
member.  
 Good morals are seen as a condition for victory, a must for any project to be 
accomplished, any army to be victorious, and any nation to rise.All these good morals were 
attributed to the ten recommendations of Al-Banna, the founder of the MB. 
- Topoi of number 
The MB are portrayed as the majority أش٤زِؿ , and the opposition as minorityش٤ِهأ. 
- Islamizing not ikhwanizing the state 
Te MB, as represented in their newspaper, reject the claim that they attempt to ikhwanize 
the state and see this as a refusal from seculars to Islamize the state. 
 خًٔٝأشؼٔغُح تع ش٤ٗخِٔؼُح قِطقٓ ٖٓ ٕٞرشٜظ٣ ٖ٤٤ٗخِٔؼُح ٕ ، ٖٓ ٕٞرشٜظ٣ ْٜٗبكالكس ٕ٬ػ"شِٔع٧ح " شظ٤لك حٝش٤ؼ٣ ٫ ٠ظك
ٖ٤٣شقُٔح ، لكس ٠ِػ ش٤طـظُِ شٗٞخ٨ُ ْٜنكس ِٕٞ٘ؼ٤ك"شِٔع٧ح" 
Seculars who escape from the termsecularismwhich has a bad reputation, in the same way, 
escape from refusing Islamizationin order not to entice Egyptians against them,hence they 
announce that they refuse ikhwanization to cover their refusal of Islamization. 
This again goes in line with the strategy of showing the opponents as bad and doubting their 
faith. 
- They are bad we are good(The good self and bad other)  
The writers of Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala draw a negative image of MB enemies. In so 
doing, they aim at depicting a positive image of the MB by contrasting them to a negative image 
of their enemies, i.e. if our enemies are bad then we are good. For example, the opponents are 
portrayed as lacking fairness in their judgments, double-faced, and contradictory. 
خٜنكش٣ ٚطحر ٞٛ ٙذـٗ ظ٤ثشُح خٛزخظ٣ خٓذ٘ػٝ ش٣سٞػ صحسحشه رخخطح سسٝشنر ١دخ٘٣ ٖٓ ْٜ٘ٓ 
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Among them who calls for revolutionary decisions and when the president makes such decisions, 
he stands against them 
 ٢ٛ يِط ٝ ذؼؾُح ٞٛ حزٛ ٍٞو٣ ٖ٣دخ٤ُٔح ٢ك حش٤زً حدذػ ذؾل٣ خٓذ٘ػ ٜٞك ٚظلِقٓ نكٝٝ ٙحٞٛ ذغك ش٤٣خؼُٔخر ذػ٬ظ٣ ْٜنؼر
ذ٘ه شؼٔؿ ٍٞو٣ ٙش٤ؿ ذؾل٣ خٓذ٘ػٝش٤زؼؾُح سدحس٩حٙ ٕٞهٞغ٣ٝ سحأشػخطُحٝ غٔغُح ّٜٞلٓ نكٝ ْٛدحشك. 
Some of them play with the standards according to their desire and interest, when they gather a 
large number of people in the squares,they say:―this is the people and that is the people‘s will‖, 
and when others gather a large number he says:―Qandahar Friday and they(the MB) gather 
people through the listen and obey rule‖. 
شل٤ٌُٔح صخػخوُحٝ صخ٤ثخنلُح ٢ك ٌٖغط ٢ظُح شزخُ٘ح 
the elite that lives in satellite TV channels and air-conditioned halls 
ٖهحُٞٔحٝ ٖهُٞح َزوظغٔر شؿخظط 
They trade with the future of the country and the citizen  
 ٖٓ ٕٞؼغ٣ ٌُْٜ٘ٝ خ٤ِؼُح ٖهُٞح شلِقُٔ ٕٞؼغ٣ ٫أ شفخخُح ْٜظلِقٓ َؿ 
They do not work for the country‘s interest but for their own interest. 
 ْٜظلِقٓ َؿأ ٖٓ ٚلُخقٔرٝ ٖهُٞح َزوظغٔر ٕٝشٓخـ٣
They put the country‘s future and interest at risk for their own interest. 
- Topos of a conspiracy 
For example, the frequent electricity cuts, car thefts, problems with the subway, and lack 
of security on the streets are considered a conspiracy against Mursi, e.g. 
ظٓٞث سشٛخوُخر مخلٗ٧ح ٝشظٓ ُٞأ حٝذًأذٔؼظٓ ٢ز٣شخط َٔؼ٤ٗخؼُح وخُح ءخرشًٜ ص٬رخً شهشع ٕ ...  ذِزُح ٕٞرشخ٣ٝ شٗٞخُح خِٜؼل٣ َٛ
 ... دشـُٔأ ٕحٞخ٩ح ٕأش٤ػشؽ صخرخخظٗخر ٌْلُح ٠ُا حٞط 
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Officials in Cairo Metro confirmed that the theft of the second line‘s electricity cables is an act 
of vandalism … would the traitors do it and destroy the country just because the MB came to 
power through legal elections. 
These claims, although might justify all the troubles Egypt face during Mursi‘s 
presidency and lay theblame away from him, portray an image of a president who is 
incapableand not fit for the job, as they indirectly show him weak and helpless in front of his 
enemies. 
- Topos of MB are the makers of the revolution 
ٕٞ٤ٓ٬ع٩ح ٍخطر٧ح خٛدٞهٝخؼ٤ٔؿ ٢رشؼُح غ٤رشُح صحسٞػ 
Arab spring revolutions are all empowered by the Islamist heroes  
The following table summarizes the major topoi in the data. By means ofthese topoi, the 
social and political exclusion/inclusion, the discrimination or preferential treatment, the negative 
other/positive self-representations of the MB are justified.  
Table4.2:Major topoi in the data 
Major topoi/fallacies 
Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala Al-Wattan 
Topos of number Topos of number 
Religious appeal Trading/using religion 
Under threat/threatened Is a threat/threatening 
Attacked by media Attacking media 
Attacked by old regime Resembling the old regime 
Contradiction of opponents  Contradiction of the MB 
Working for the interest of the people Working for the interest of the group 
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People‘s expectations are too high Failure/not meeting people‘s expectations 
Topos of a conspiracy Destroying the culture(ikhwanizing and 
Islamizing the society) 
Topos of MB are the makers of the revolution Responsible for polarization 
 
It was interesting to see how the two newspapers used similar argumentations in their 
constructing an in/out group and how they supported their claims by a number of topoi/fallacies 
that seem to be counter argumentative. 
In Al-Wattan, the topos of having an agenda combines with the topoi of working for the 
interest of the group and ikhwanizingthe state to make a claim that is very common, that is, the 
MB stole the revolution are plotting to take over.This idea is further extended through the topoi 
of being a threat and responsibility for polarization which show the negative consequences of the 
MB remainingin power.The Egyptian culture is also threatened by the MB rule, since they are 
trying to Islamize the state.  
Egypt is unique in that it encompasses a variety of cultures. The MB, it is claimed, aim at 
Islamizing the state and rule by Islamas they understand it.This topos is not clearly supported in 
the data from Al-Wattan. Yet, inter-textual analysis shows the MB themselves support this 
claim.In Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala, a claim is made that the intention of the MB is not to 
Ikhwanizethe state, but rather to Islamize it, as if the state does not already take Islam as its main 
source of legislation. Seculars, as one of Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala writers puts it, who are not 
able to denounce Islamization because of fear from Egyptians, call 
IslamizationIkhwanization.This may suggest that MB see themselves,even implicitly,as 
representatives of Islam and the other as seculars who are even coward to show their hostility to 
Islam and cover it by showing hostility to the MB. 
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It is worth mentioning that some Egyptians fear the MB and have a feeling they want to 
rule by strict Islamic rules.Egyptian Christians in particular fear this. Though some of them 
selected the MB member as president (some have announced this in TV programs), many would 
feel skeptic about the MB intentions in turning Egypt into a strict Islamic country. 
The topos of responsibility for polarization highlights the threat of the MB on the country 
but it was not justified by a logical argument. Some social actors involved in the process of 
polarization have been backgrounded,such as the remains of the old regime and some 
businessmen who have been suspected of some major riots in Egypt.These social actors are 
foregrounded in the data from Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala, while they are silenced in Al-Wattan data. 
The major topoi used in Al-Wattanhighlight the negative –other image (the MB).Their 
justification for these claims was built on several facts but some were fallacious. In referring to 
MB violence,Al-Wattan bases the claim on the MB history, attempting to revive what people 
remember of their past and of the past ofsome other Islamist groups, in so doing, it portrays an 
image that scares people off the MB. 
Another claim made by Al-Wattan is that the MB resembles the old regime. Egyptian 
people still remember Mubarak autocracy and they still suffer the consequences of his 30-
yearautocratic regime. Attacking MB with the same accusations of Mubarak recalls in the minds 
of the readers what Mubarak did and makes people link MB actions to Mubarak‘sactions and 
imagine the negative consequences of the MB remaining in power. 
Egyptian people are generally religious. They believe and trust who speaks by religion. 
Therefore, the religious appeal is one of the main strategies used in argumentation for and 
against the MB. While the MB used religious appeal to portray a positive image of the group and 
its members playing on the sentiment of the majority Muslim Egyptians. Al-Wattan, on the other 
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hand, used it to draw a negative image of the MB and its members as traders and abusers of 
religion and of Mursi as a dishonest person who does not keep his promises and uses religion as 
a cover to hide his bad intentions. 
Two topoi seem to work together in portraying an image of anti-democracy MB, the 
topos of attacking media and topos of not accepting the other. These two topoi enhance the other 
negative image. 
Failureof the president and the MB government to meet people‘s essential daily needs is a 
claim that targets the majority of Egyptians, educated and none educated. All Egyptians are 
affected by this failure. It concerns theiressential living needs and tackles their daily 
problems.Not all Egyptians will care about freedom of speech with the high percentage of 
poverty and illiteracy. Thus, in this topos the target is noteducated people, scholars and 
politicians but the public, in fact all Egyptians. If the MB failure is the reason behind problems 
such as lack of fuel, water and electricity, then they should not rule the country, a claim that is 
used byدشٔطشًشك‗rebellion movement‘ that calls for early presidential elections to choose another 
president, likely not an MB member. 
Another claim that is used by Al-Wattan to reinforcethe negative image of the MB is the  
claim of taking over which works in combination with the topos of  ikhwanization. Egyptians, 
especially the youth after the revolution,restore hope in a better future that ensures equal 
opportunities for all Egyptians who aspire to higher positions in the state.Al-Wattan, by focusing 
on this argument, shows that the criterion for this is being an MB member,which causes 
disappointment in the MB government and makes readers disapprove thispolicy. 
The MB members are also portrayed as full of contradictions which goes in line with a 
predication of untruthfulness that is attributed to them in the data. This argument seems to target 
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another part of the Egyptian society, i.e. those who still put hope in the MB as a successful 
government, and asks them to work their minds and think aboutMB actions and how untruthful 
this group is. Many Egyptians are not members of any political party or group. Theyjust look for 
someone who can fulfill their basic life needs and for those this claim might make them rethink 
before electing the MB again. 
Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala combined the topoi of conspiracy and the MB being under 
attack and under threat from media. It also blamed the mistakes of the government on the 
opposition and old regime remains as a scapegoat strategy. Many of the problems in Egypt under 
the rule of the MB are simply projected on the opposition and they are made guilty for problems 
which do not concern them, e.g. blaming ―The national Salvation front‖for the terrible condition 
and insecurity of TahrirSquare. 
It is also used as an answer to the claim of failure. Ifthe country is destroyed and 
corruption is everywhere, then it is not the responsibility of the MB government, rather it is the 
responsibility of the old regime. Yet,until when will this claimbe valid?Where is the role of the 
government?Such scapegoat strategies are applied throughout the data and illustrate typical 
patterns of argumentation. 
Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala also used the religious appeal strategy to gain support of the 
majority of Egyptians through claiming that we ‗the inclusive reader we‘ are all Muslims and 
should be one unit against those who try to steal the revolution.Again this highlights the positive 
in-group strategy of Al-Hurryyawa Al-Adala.We are Muslims and whoever against us is against 
Islam or is not part of the group/out-group. This fallacious claim is ruled out by logic, that is, 
anyone who is apparently religious is not necessarily competent to do the job. But the newspaper 
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seems to play on the religious sentiment of religious Egyptians to draw a positive image of the 
MB. 
Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala also used the topoi of being under threat and attacked to 
victimize the MBthrough recalling their suffering during Mubarak‘s regime and playing on 
theEgyptianshuman sentiment to make them sympathize with the MB. 
Thetopos of number is very common in the literature and is interpreted differently 
according to context. In the current study, the topos of number has been usedby both newspapers 
with different realizations.In Al-Wattan,the MB are portrayedas few, thus separating them from 
the rest of the Egyptians and causing the readersto fear the group. Theyhave their own way of 
thinking and their goals are different, which highlights the otherand out-group image of the MB, 
and excludes them from the rest of Egyptians.  
On the other hand, Al-HurryyawaAl-Adalaused the topos of number to showthe MB as 
the majority, they belong to the group,they are selected by the majority of the Egyptians, and the 
rest are out the group, an answer to attempts to exclude them. 
The study provides further evidence in support of the claim put forward in previous 
research about the role that media can play in the sociopolitical life and in shaping peoples‘ 
opinions using media ‗soft power‘. 
Though many studies in media discourse have focused on the role of the state-owned 
media (e.g. Pasha showing how the MB have been discriminated against using what he called the 
soft power or media negative representation in the state-owned newspaper Al-Ahram), there is a 
growing interest in studying coverage of different private media portals.Although subject to 
restrictions and in some cases at risk of being shut at any time, it seems that in some casesthe 
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privately-owned media platforms have become more influential than the state-owned media 
portals. 
In Egypt, in particular, people have lost confidence in the state-owned media portals after 
their failure to present the real situation during the 25
th
 revolution and have resorted instead to 
private media portals. The new media portals that appeared after the revolution played a very 
crucial role in framing people‘s opinions and in the political battle between the MB and their 
opponents. Both sides have realized the power of media and used it as a weapon in their battle 
for survival in the political scene. In an article published July 30, 2013 in Los Angeles 
Times,GamalSoltan, a political science professor at the American University in Cairo, 
commented on the unrest in Egypt saying that "Egyptian media are all about mobilization 
[…].They are a highly politicized media, and they try to encourage supporters of the side they 
are on‖. 
Indeed the coverage of the recent clashes that took place in Egypt between the MB and 
the SCAF showed that media have become a weapon of the warring sides and provided evidence 
of the power of media as a tool in political battles, thus, making media discourse in general and 
private media discourse in particular worthy of investigation. 
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V.  Conclusion 
The data analysis givesinsight into the use of the discourse strategies that are identified 
by theproponents of DHA and which are common within media discourse.Al-Hurryyawa Al-
Adala depicts a very positive image of the MB and the MB member president Mursiagainst a 
very negative image of their opponents, using strategies of constructionand perpetuation, in 
particular with the aid of topoiof threatandcontradiction and by appealing to religious and human 
sentiments,supported by quotations from theQuran and Islamic literature.The good self and bad 
other was very clear in the data from Al-HurryyawaAl-Adala. Theimage created of the MB is of 
a victim whose enemies are portrayed as envious, untruthful,and dishonorable aggressors. 
Al-Wattan, on the other hand, concentrated on showing a negative image of the MB more 
than on showing a good self. Al-Wattan focused on showing the MB as a separate group, 
depicting them as not representative of Egyptians, a special group that has its own traditions and 
rules which donot necessarily suit all Egyptians. 
The most predominant theme was the revolution which was used in the two newspapers 
to give authority and draw a positive image of self and a negative image of other. 
The study reveals each newspaper‘sideology by comparing and contrasting images of the 
selfand the other, often by referring to the negative characteristics of the otherfirst in order to 
highlight the positive qualities of the self.The study thus gives insight on how newspapers 
writers use language purposefully and encode certain stances and ideologies as well asit provides 
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tools on how readers can critically read newspapers and understand the hidden meanings 
communicated.  
Moreover,this research sheds light on the terminology used in this context at this 
particular point in time (the MB rule in Egypt starting from July2012to March2013). Record of 
these terminologies is important as they might not be included in dictionaries, thus they may 
disappear or acquire different meanings. In other words, some lexical items and expressions may 
appear and disappear without being documented in dictionaries. A study like this one helps in 
documenting language and tracking changes in the use of such expressions and strategies.Other 
researchers who wish to build on this research in a contrastive analysis study could use it as a 
starting point. 
Also, it would be interesting to see diachronically how the MB has been represented at 
different points in time, i.e. when they were chased as an illegal group and when they were ruling 
Egypt for one year and afterwards. Such a study would focus attention on how language mirrors 
the sociopolitical position and how it shapes the world as well as being shaped by it. 
The present study can also help language students be discerning readers and could 
provide a model for a CDA based teaching that focuses on critical reading of media texts. 
PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS  
This section provides a brief on CDA and teaching and a sample CDA-based lesson 
aiming at raising students‘ critical awareness and enhancing their pragmatic competence. 
CDA and Teaching 
For many advanced Arabic learners, the ultimate goal is to be able to understand texts (or 
oral discourse) as native speakers do, i.e. to go beyond the literal meaning of the text to the wider 
perspective of the communicative purpose of the text. CDA approach to teaching can provide 
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learners with the analytical tools that enable them to interpret language not just on the literal 
meaning level but to reach the communicative purpose the writer aims at. This has often been 
neglected in our language programs.  
The idea is not to change to a new teaching technique or method but to use the same 
techniques and methods with a CDA perspective, i.e. to look at language as reflecting both social 
and ideological processes. Questions such as what is the attitude of the author? what is the 
hidden message? how the author succeeded in portraying a negative/positive image of a certain 
group or entity? what are the lexical choices that the author used made for this purpose?what are 
the effects these representations may have on the audience? and the like can help promote the 
critical competence (awareness) of the learners and their capacity to discerninglyread texts. 
Teachers should take into consideration questions like these when designing teaching materials 
and activities from a CDA perspective. 
Cots (2006) cites Van lier (1996:91) discussing a set of lifelong learning skills as goals of 
education. This set includes learners‘ ability to (a) deal with the unexpected, (b) make informed 
choices,(c) develop sharp observational skills,(d) construct useful knowledge in one‘s interaction 
with the world, (e) and be guided by internal values, convictions, and reasons. Many of these 
skills can be included within the definition of critical as ―a critical approach to something 
involves examining and judging it carefully‖ (Sinclair,1987). 
Cots (2006) suggests that, by following Fairclough‘s analytical framework, teachers 
could design activities that take into account the three levels of analysis. In the phase of social 
practice, Cots suggests that learners should focus on how the textual representation is shaped by 
the ideological position of its producer(s) and how it contributes to reinforcing or changing the 
ideological position of its readers. In the discourse practice phase, learners may focus on the type 
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or genre that the text can be classified into. And, in the textual phase, learners reflect on salient 
formal and semantic features of text construction that contribute to a global interpretation of the 
text and they may answer questions that focus on connectors and vocabulary choices. 
One of the goals of this study is to provide teachers with a model of analysis that they 
could use in helping their students critically analyze texts and develop analytical competence by 
which they can interpret texts and reveal hidden ideologies communicated between the lines. 
A CDA-based approach to teaching provides learners with a real presentation of language 
in use and helps them develop communicative competence that enables them to read texts 
critically. It is also essential for educators aiming to give their students a better understanding of 
the workings of the language.  
Old approaches to foreign and second language learning focuson grammatical 
development. Modern approaches, however, highlight the importance of pragmatic competence. 
Pragmatic competence comprises the sociolinguistic competence, which entails the ability to use 
language appropriately according to context (Bachman‘s model, 1990:87). 
For advanced Arabic learners who already have grammatical competence, and who need 
to be able to perform like native speakers in their professional roles, CDA offers an opportunity 
to explore what language is and how it is used to achieve communicative goals in different 
contexts. CDA can help create a second language learning environment that reflects more 
accurately how language is used and encourages learners toward their goal of proficiency in the 
target language. 
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 nalP nosseL
 .ssenerawa lacitirc ‘stneduts gnisiar ta smia taht nalp nossel elpmas a si gniwollof ehT
 yb cibarA ni selcitra repapswen daer yllacitirc ot stneduts elbane ot si nossel siht fo esoprup ehT
 .saib gnitceted dna egarevoc fo sedom suoirav gnizingocer
 )sm02-51( ksaT-erP -
 eht ni ecalp ekat taht stneve tnerruc eht tuoba noissucsid a ni stneduts sevlovni rehcaeT
 secudortni neht rehcaeT.cipot eht tuoba wonk ydaerla stneduts eht tahw ticile ot gniyrt ,yrtnuoc
 .ti ot detaler yralubacov laitnesse sticile dna cipot eht
 )sm05( :ksaT -
  snoitseuq rewsna dna daer stneduts dna woleb selcitra owt eht secudortni rehcaeT
 1#ytivitcA -
 :secruos aidem tnereffid owt morfwoleb selcitra owt eht erapmoC
  !فتنة المائة يوم
ٝحُخخفش ٝ حُؼخٓش ر٤ٖ ٓظؾخثْ ٝ ,حُٔخثش ٣ّٞ ٓشص ٓش حُغلخد
  .ر٤ٖ ٗخهْ ٝ ؽخٓض ٝ كخٓذ,ٓظشرـ ٝ ٓظلخثَ
رذح٣ش أهٍٞ إ حُزؼل ٖٓٔ ٣٘ظٕٔٞ ُِؾؼٞد حُؼشر٤ش ٝهق 
طلٌ٤شٛخ ٖٓ صٖٓ رؼ٤ذ ػ٘ذ ٓغظٟٞ ً٢ ؿ٢ ٝحٕ، كخُؼوٍٞ 
أٓغض سٛ٤٘ش حُـٔٞد حُٔو٤ض، كؤملض رحص حعظؼقخء ػِ٠ 
حُلْٜ ٝحُظطٞس ٝحُظلغ٤ش ٝحُظلِ٤َ، ٝح٧عزخد ٫ طلق٠ ػذح، 
كخ٫عظزذحد ٫ طلق٠ ٓخشؿخطٚ حُؼل٘ش ٖٝٓ أػظْ ٓخشؿخطٚ 
رُي ح٩ٗغخٕ حُنخٓش كٌش٣خ، حُٔظؼخهَ كشً٤خ حُٔظآًَ عًِٞ٤خ، 
حُٔظٞكؼ أخ٬ه٤خ، كخُغٞحد ح٧ػظْ ٣ش٣ذ طـ٤٤شح دسحٓخط٤ٌ٤خ 
علش٣خ ك٢ رنؼش أؽٜش، ٣ش٣ذ ٓغ ًش حُـذحس إٔ طظلٍٞ حُزِذ ٖٓ 
ػضد حُقل٤ق ٝعخً٘٢ حُوزٞس اُ٠ هقٞس طـش١ ٖٓ طلظٜخ 
  . ح٩ٜٗخس
 ح٩ؽٌخُ٤ش ٛ٘خ إٔ حُشث٤ظ ٝػذ كؤ٣ٖ حُٞكخء ٝح٩ُضحّ؟
ُوذ طلون ًؼ٤ش ٖٓ حُٞػٞد ك٢ كظشس صٓ٘٤ش ؿذ هق٤شس، : أٝ٫
ٝأٗخ ٫ أرشس ٝ٫ أٛخدّ كٜزح ٓخ ُٔغٚ ًؼ٤ش ٖٓ حُٔ٘قل٤ٖ، ُوذ 
رشصص ٓلشدحص ؿذ٣ذس ك٢ حُؾخسع ٫ ٣ٌ٘شٛخ ا٫ ؿخكذ أٝ 
  .ٓؼخٗذ
إ أ٣ش كٌٞٓش ٗخؿلش طلظخؽ اُ٠ ؽؼذ ٗز٤َ حُٔؼذٕ، ٣ؼ٤ٖ : ػخٗ٤خ
ك٢ ح٩ٗظخؽ، ٣ؾٌش ك٢ حُغشحء، ٝفزش ػِ٠ حُنشحء، طلظخؽ 
 المائة يوم يا سيادة الرئيس
ُْ ٣ـزش أكذ حُشث٤ظ ٓلٔذ ٓشع٠ ً٠ ٣ؼط٠ ٝػذح رخُونخء 
ػِ٠ ػذد ٖٓ حُٔؾٌ٬ص حُشث٤غ٤ش حُظ٠ طخ٘ن حُٔقش٣٤ٖ ك٠ 
حُٔخثش ٣ّٞ ح٧ُٝ٠ ٖٓ كٌٔٚ، ٓؼَ حُٔشٝس ٝحُٞهٞد ٝحُ٘ظخكش، 
هخٍ ٓشع٠ رُي ك٠ عخٞٗش حُذػخ٣ش ح٫ٗظخخر٤ش ًغز٤َ ٫ؿظزحد 
ح٧فٞحص ح٫ٗظخخر٤ش ُٚ، ٝرخُظخُ٠ كٖٔ كن حُٔقش٣٤ٖ إٔ 
أٗض ٝػذص، «: ٣لخعزٞٙ ػِ٠ رُي، ٖٝٓ كوْٜ إٔ ٣وُٞٞح ُٚ
  »كؤ٣ٖ ٝػذى؟
: أٓخٓ٘خ طوش٣ش ُٔـِظ حُٞصسحء ٣و٤ّْ ٛزٙ حُلظشس، ٝٗظخثـٚ طوٍٞ
اؿشحءحص حُٔخثش ٣ّٞ ُْ طئص رؼٔخسٛخ رؾٌَ ِٓٔٞط، «
، ُِٝ٘لع إٔ ًظِش »ٝحُقؼ٤ذ ٛٞ ح٧هَ سمخء ػٖ أدحثٚ
 أفٞحص حُقؼ٤ذ، ٛ٠ حُظ٠ كغٔض حُٔؼشًش ح٫ٗظخخر٤ش ُقخُق 
  .حُذًظٞسٓلٔذٓشع٠
حُظوش٣ش ك٤ٚ كوخثن ًؼ٤شس ٝ٣ؤط٠ ٖٓ ؿٜش سعٔ٤ش، ٝرذٝٗٚ ٣ٌٖٔ 
ٌَُ ٓٞحهٖ إٔ ٣لٌْ ػِ٠ ٓخ ٣ذٝس كُٞٚ، ك٬ حُ٘ظخكش طْ 
حُونخء ػِ٤ٜخ، أٝ كظ٠ ٛ٘خى رذح٣خص ُؼ٬ؿٜخ، كخ٧صٓش ًٔخ 
حُظ٠ رذأٛخ حُشث٤ظ رؼذ » ٝهٖ ٗظ٤ق«ٛ٠، ٝأفزلض كِٔش 
أ٣خّ ٖٓ كٌٔٚ ٝرٔغخٗذس كضد حُلش٣ش ٝحُؼذحُش، د٫ُش هخهؼش 
  .ك٠ حُنلي ػِ٠ حُ٘خط
أٓخ هن٤ش حُطخهش رٔؾظوخطٜخ ٖٓ حُز٘ض٣ٖ ٝحُغٞ٫س ٝأعطٞحٗش 
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اُ٠ ًَ حُؼوٍٞ ُظلٌش، ًَٝ ح٧٣خد١ ُظؼَٔ، ًٔخ هخٍ ٓخُي رٖ 
ٝك٤ٖ حُظؤَٓ أؿذ ؽؼٞر٘خ ٓخذسس . ٗز٢ ك٢ ٓؾٌ٬ص حُلنخسس
حُؼوَ ٓو٤ذس ح٧٣خد١ ٫ طـ٤ذ ا٫ حُقشحم، ك٘لٖ ٫ ٗلغٖ ف٘غ 
ؽ٢ء، إ حُغزحؿش طؼشهَ حُ٘ٔٞ حُٔؼشك٢، كطخُٔخ ً٘خ ٓؼخه٤ٖ 
  . ك٢ حُزًخء كِغٞف ٗظَ ًٔخ ٗلٖ
ح٧دٝحص حُظ٢ طؼَٔ رٜخ حُلٌٞٓش أٓغض أك٤خٗخ ؿضءح ٖٓ : ػخُؼخ
حُٔؾٌِش، كٔؼ٬ ًؼ٤ش ٖٓ أٓ٘خء حُؾشهش ٣ش٣ذٕٝ ٓطخُزْٜ حُلجٞ٣ش 
ٝ٣ظؼخهِٕٞ ػٖ أدحء حُٞحؿذ، ٝح٧ٛخُ٢ ٣وطؼٕٞ حُطش٣ن ػِ٠ 
ػزخد الله، ٧ٕ حٌُٜشرخءهطؼض ػذس عخػخص، هَ ٓؼَ رُي ػٖ 
ًؼ٤ش ٖٓ ؽشحثق حُٔـظٔغ،  أك٢ ٓؼَ ٛزح حُـٞ ٣ظطٞس حُٔـظٔغ 
 ٝ٣طِن هذسحطٚ ٝطٜ٘ل هطخػخطٚ؟
رؼذ حُلشد حُؼخُٔ٤ش ًخٕ ح٧ُٔخٕ ٣ؼِٕٔٞ كظ٠ حُٔظوخػذ٣ٖ ْٜٓ٘ 
ك٢ ٓخظِق حُوطخػخص ػٔ٬ ٌٓؼلخ ٖٓ أٍٝ هِٞع حُؾٔظ كظ٠ 
ػؾش عخػخص ُ٘لغٚ ٝعخػظ٤ٖ . ؿشٝرٜخ ٩ػخدس ر٘خء أُٔخٗ٤خ
أٓخ حُٔٞحهٖ حُٔقش١ كغذ ح٩كقخءحص ك٤ؼَٔ . ٧ؿَ أُٔخٗ٤خ
  .ػٔ٬ كو٤و٤خ رنؼخ ٝػؾش٣ٖ ده٤وش ك٢ حُ٤ّٞ
حُؼَٔ ارٕ ك٢ ٓـِٔٚ ؿ٤ش ٓ٘ـض، ٗلٖ ٗشٟ صكٔش ك٢ 
حُٔٞحف٬ص، ٝٗشٓن حُٔ٬٣٤ٖ ٓؾخث٤ٖ ك٢ حُطشهخص، ٛزٙ 
حُٔظخٛش طؾزٚ حُلَٔ حٌُخرد، حُظخٛش ٗؾخه ٝاٗـخص، ٝحُزخهٖ 
  .ًغَ ٝطٜشد ٝ٫ ٓزخ٫س
ٝػخٗ٢ . إ أٍٝ دسؿخص ح٧خ٬م حُؼَٔ خٞكخ ٖٓ حُؼوخد
حُذسؿخص حُؼَٔ حٗظظخسح ٌُِٔخكؤس، ٝػخُغ حُذسؿخص حُؼَٔ أٗلش، 
  .أٓخ حُشحرؼش كٜ٢ حُؼَٔ ٧ًٕٞ فخُلخ ٓقِلخ ُٔـظٔغ فخُق
أُ٤غض ح٧ُٝ٠ كـٞسح ٝحُؼخٗ٤ش سؽٞس ٝحُؼخُؼش كٔ٤ش أٓخ حُشحرغ 
كبٗٔخ طٔؼَ حُؾشف ك٢ أػِ٠ دسؿخطٚ، ٝٗذسس طِي حُلخُش ك٢ 
  . ٓـظٔؼ٘خ ً٘ذسس حٌُزش٣ض ح٧كٔش
أُٔؾٌِش أؿَ خطشح ٓٔخ ٗظقٞس، ٗلٖ ٗؼ٤ؼ ٖٓ صٖٓ رؼ٤ذ ك٢ 
ر٤جش كخعذس  كخُؼوٍٞ ٓخذسس ٝحُلٞحط ٓزؼؼشس ٝح٧٣خد١ ٓؾُِٞش 
ٝح٧خ٬م ٓؼُِٞش، ٝٓخ ٖٓ ٓـخٍ ٖٓ ٓـخ٫ص ك٤خط٘خ ا٫ ٝك٤ٚ 
  .ر٬٣خ ًؼ٤شس
إ ر٤٘٘خ ٝر٤ٖ حُق٬ف حُلن ٓجخص ح٧ٓ٤خٍ، ٝإ ُْ ٗوطغ طِي 
حُٔشحكَ ــ ؿ٤٬ ٝسحء ؿ٤َ ــ كِغٞف ٗظَ ٜٓ٘ضٓ٤ٖ، كِٖ ٣زِؾ 
حُٔـظٔغ ػخك٤ظٚ ا٫ ارح ػشف ٓخ ُٚ ٝٓخ ػِ٤ٚ، ا٫ ارح ػشف 
ٛزٙ حعظلوخهخص . حُلن كخفطلخٙ ٝػَٔ ُٚ دٕٝ طوق٤ش ك٤ٚ
  .عٞف ٗذسًٜخ ٝطذسً٘خ هخٍ ح٧ٓذ أٝ هقش
 .tcO ,aladA-lA awayyrruH-lA morf detpadA
 duomaH amasO-3102
حُـخص، ك٬ ؿذ٣ذ ك٤ٜخ، ح٧صٓش ًٔخ ٛ٠ ٝحُطٞحر٤ش ػ٬ٓش ػِ٠ 
حُؼـض ك٠ ػ٬ؿٜخ حُـزسٟ ُٜخ، ُٝٔخ ؽٔشص حُلٌٞٓش ػٖ 
عخػذٛخ ُلِٜخ، طلذػض ػٖ سكغ ح٧عؼخس ٝاؿشحءحص أخشٟ ٫ 
طخظِق ػٔخ ًخٕ ٣ظزؼٚ حُ٘ظخّ حُغخرن، ٝ٫ ٣خظِق ح٧ٓش ًؼ٤شح ً
ك٠ أصٓش حُٔشٝس رخخظ٘خهخطٚ دحخَ حُوخٛشس، كخ٧ٝمخع ًٔخ ٛ٠، 
  .حخظ٘خم ٛ٘خ، ٝع٤ُٞش ٛ٘خى، ٌُ٘ي ٫ طؤٖٓ ٣ٞٓخ ٧كٞحُٚ
حُظلغٖ ح٧ٓ٘٠ ٛٞ حُـخٗذ ح٧رشص ك٠ رشٗخٓؾ حُٔخثش ٣ّٞ 
ح٧ُٝ٠ ٌُ٘ٚ ٣لظوذ هٔٞف حُظـ٤٤ش حُؾخَٓ ك٠ ر٘خء ؿٜخص 
حُؾشهش، ٝطـ٤٤ش ػوخكظٚ ك٠ حُظؼخَٓ ٓغ حُٔٞحه٘٤ٖ، ُِٝ٘لع 
حخظلخء حُلذ٣غ ػٖ رُي، رؼذ إٔ ًخٕ كذ٣غ حُٔـظٔغ حُٔقشٟ 
  .٣٘خ٣ش52رٌَ كجخطٚ رؼذ ػٞسس
ك٠ حُٔخثش ٣ّٞ ح٧ُٝ٠ ُْ ٗش أعغخ ٝحملش ط٘زت ػٖ ػ٬ؽ 
ؿزسٟ ك٠ هن٤ش حُؼذحُش ح٫ؿظٔخػ٤ش، ُْٝ ٗش ػ٬ؿخ ًُِزطخُش، 
ٝ٫ طٞؿٜخ فش٣لخ ٗلٞ دُٝش ف٘خػ٤ش ٗخٛنش، ُْٝ ٗش عز٤٬ 
ُنزو ح٧عؼخس حُظ٠ طِظْٜ دخَ ح٧عش حُزغ٤طش، ٗشٟ كوو 
هشٝمخ طشكغ ٖٓ ه٤ٔش د٣ٞٗ٘خ ُِخخسؽ، ٝفٞطخ صحػوخ ر٬ ػوَ 
إ حُشث٤ظ ٓشع٠ أٗـض ك٠ ٓخثش ٣ّٞ ٓخ ػـض ػٖ «: ٣وٍٞ
  .»طلو٤وٚ سإعخء ٓقش ك٠ ٓخثش ػخّ
 
 )‘iabaS-lA mwaY-lA morf detpadA(
  - 2102 أًظٞرش 3عؼ٤ذ حُؾلخطخ٧سرؼخء، 
 
 
 
 seigetarts noitanimoN -
 ؟ ح٧ٍٝ1ٓـٔٞػش ٖٓ ح٧ؽخخؿ ٣ظلذع حُ٘ـ/رؾٌَ أعخع٢، ػٖ أ١ ؽخـ
 ؟ػخٗ٢ٓـٔٞػش ٖٓ ح٧ؽخخؿ ٣ظلذع حٍ/رؾٌَ أعخع٢، ػٖ أ١ ؽخـ
 snoitcA -
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ٓخ ٛ٢ ح٧كؼخٍ حُٔ٘غٞرش ُٜئ٫ء ح٧ؽخخؿ أٝ حُٔـٔٞػخص ك٢ ًَ ٗـ؟ ًٝ٤ق ٝفلض ٛزٙ ح٧كؼخٍ ؟ 
 snoitaciderP -
ٝٓخ ً٤ق  ُٝ ِفق حُشث٤ظ ٓشع٢ ك٢ حُ٘ق٤ٖ؟ َٛ ٛ٢ فلخص ا٣ـخر٤ش أّ عِز٤ش؟ ً٤ق طلغش حعظخذحّ حٌُخطذ ُٜزٙ ح٧ٝفخف؟ 
 طؤػ٤ش رُي ػِ٤ي ًوخسة؟
ً٤ق  ُٝ ِفق حُؾؼذ حُٔقش١ ك٢ حُ٘ق٤ٖ؟ َٛ ٛ٢ فلخص ا٣ـخر٤ش أّ عِز٤ش؟ ً٤ق طلغش حعظخذحّ حٌُخطذ ُٜزٙ ح٧ٝفخف؟ 
 ٝٓخ طؤػ٤ش رُي ػِ٤ي ًوخسة؟
 smialC -
  ؟حُؼخٗ٢ٝحٌُخطذ  ح٧ٍٝ َٛ ٗـق حُشث٤ظ ك٢ طلو٤ن ٓخ ٝػذ رٚ ٖٓ ٝؿٜش ٗظش حٌُخطذ
 ٓخ حُغزذ ك٢ حُٔؾٌ٬ص حُظ٢ طلخهٔض ك٢ حُز٬د ٖٓ ٝؿٜش ٗظش حٌُخطز٤ٖ؟
؟ ٝٓخ ؿشك حٌُخطذ ك٢ حُ٘ـ حُؼخٗ٢ ٓ٘ٚ ك٢ ٙٓخ ٝؿٚ حُٔوخسٗش ر٤ٖ حُٔٞحهٖ حُٔقش١ ٝحُؼخَٓ ك٢ حُٔخٗ٤خ؟ ٓخ ٓذٍُٞ ٛزح حُظؾز٢
سأ٣ي؟ ٝػ٬ َّ حعظ٘ذ حٌُخطذ؟ 
  ؟ ًٝ٤ق طشرو رُي رٔٞمٞع حُ٘ـ ح٫عخع٢؟ ٛزح حُؾشه ٓخ ٛٞ،ٝمغ حٌُخطذ ك٢ حُ٘ـ حُؼخٗ٢ ؽشهخ ُ٪ف٬ف حُلن ُِزِذ
 ytilautxet-retnI  -
ٝؿٚ ح٫خظ٬ف ر٤ٖ ٓخ ؿخء ك٢ حُٔوخٍ ح٧ٍٝ ٝٓخ ؿخء ك٢ حُٔوخٍ حُؼخٗ٢؟ ػِ٠ أ١ ؽ٢ء ٣ذٍ رُي؟ ً٤ق ٣ل٤ذ رُي ك٢ ٓؼشكش أٓخ 
طٞؿٚ ًَ ًخطذ؟ 
 مغ ػ٘ٞحٗخ ُِلوشس ح٧ُٝىل٢ حُ٘ـ ح٧ٍٝ؟
 ك٢ سأ٣ي ٓخ ٛٞ ٓٞهق حٌُخطذ ٖٓ حُشث٤ظ ك٢ حُ٘ـ ح٧ٍٝ؟
  ؟حُؼخٗ٢ك٢ سأ٣ي ٓخ ٛٞ ٓٞهق حٌُخطذ ٖٓ حُشث٤ظ ك٢ حُ٘ـ 
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Choose a suitable picture to go with each article: 
 
 
- Post task: Teacher asks students to find a third source on the same topic and fill in the 
information gap below 
 
 Article #1 Article #2 Article #3 
Main idea    
Main actors (subjects)    
Actions    
Adjectives to describe 
main actors 
   
Claims 1- 
2- 
3- 
1- 
2- 
3- 
1- 
2- 
3- 
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Limitations and Delimitations 
Time limits didnot allowme to conduct an extensive analysis of a larger set of data. The 
sample was small and only one level of analysis was conducted,thus it is hard to generalize the 
findings. The study has looked at only 18 articles from two newspapers at the two extremes. 
Looking at larger data sets and other newspapers that are known to be neutral may highlight the 
differences between the two newspapers and shed light on other strategies. 
I consider this work more as a probe for further research. It would be interesting, for 
example, to do research that concentrates on the coming period in order to see if the views on the 
MB are different and how this is reflected in language choices.Also, the coming elections may 
result in a set of shifts and changes that will likely affectthe MB group and its members. It is 
expected that these changes will be reflected in texts. 
Finally, the study looks at one type of media discourse, namely written texts. Oral media 
may exhibit similar and/or different strategies of representation that are worthstudying.  
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